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Lesson 81 Testing the difference between Means (Large independent samples)

Two samples are independent if the samples selected from one population is not related to the 
sample selected from the second population.

Two samples are dependent if each member of one sample corresponds to a member of the 
other sample they are also called Paired Samples or matched samples

Example 1 Independent and dependent
Classify each pair of samples as independent or dependent justify your answer
1. Sample 1:  Resting heart rates of 35 people before drinking coffee
    Sample 2:  Resting heart rates of the same people after drinking two cups

2. Sample 1:  Test scores for 35 stats students
     Sample 2: Test scores for 42 biology students who do not take stats

   

An overview of TwoSample hypothesis Testing
Test the CLAIM comparing the means of two different populations using independent samples.  
Marketing plan for an Internet service provider and want to determine whether there is a 
difference in the amount of time male and female college students spend online each day WHY??
YOU could take a census but that is not practical sooooooo we can assume that there is no 
difference in the mean populations 
then by taking a random sample from each population, and using the resulting twosample 
you can perform a twosample hypothesis test

It is important to remember that when you perform a twosampled hypothesis test using 
independent samples, you are testing a claim concerning the difference between the 
parameters in two populations, NOT the values of the parameters themselves

 Regardless of which hypothesis you use, you always assume there is no difference between 
the population means.
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81 Continued

TwoSample ztest for the difference between means

WE will now perform a ztest for the difference between two population means

These conditions MUST BE MET

1. Both of the population Standard deviations must be known 

2. The sample must be randomly selected

3. The sample must be independent

4. Each sample size must be at least 30 or, if not, each population must have a normal distribution 
with a known standard deviation.

IF THOSE conditions are met then the sampling distribution for  (the difference of 
the sample means) is a normal distribution with mean and standard error as follows  

Example 2 TwoSample ztest for the difference between means

A consumer education organization claims that there is a difference in the mean credit card debt 
of males and females in the US.  The results of a random survey of 200 individuals from each 
group are shown.  The two samples are independent.  Do the results support the organizations 
claim?  Use 
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Example 3 USING THE CALCULATOR for twosample ztest

The American Automobile Association claims that the average daily cost for meals and 
lodging for vacationing in Texas is less than the same average costs for vacationing in 
Virginia.  The table shows the results of a random survey of vacationers in each state.  the 
two samples are independent.  At  , is there enough evidence to support the claim?

8.1 pg. 424 9,10,11,12,14,15,17,19,20,24
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Lesson 8-2 Testing the difference between means When the population SD is not 
known

t-test to test the difference between two populations.  The following conditions are 
necessary to use a t-test for SMALL independent samples

1. The population Standard deviation is NOT KNOWN

2. The samples must be randomly selected

3. The samples must be independent.  Recall that two samples are independent if the 
samples selected from one population is not related to the sample selected from another

4.  Each population must have a normal distribution or the same is at least 30
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8-2 Continued
Example 1 A two-sampled t-test for the difference between Means
The braking distancs of 8 volkswagen GTI's and 10 Ford Focuses were tested when 
traveling at 60mph on dry pavement.  The results are shown at the left.  Can you conclude 
that there is a difference in the mean braking distances of the two types of cars?  Use 

.Assume the populations are normally distributed and the population variances 
are not equal

How to do this problem on Calculator

Example 2 A two-sample t-test for the difference between means

A manufacturer claims that the calling range (in feet) of its 2.4 GHz cordless telephone is 
greater than that of its leading competitor.  You perform a study using 14 randomly selected 
phones from the manufacturer and 16 random selected phones from its competitor.  The 
results are shown.  At  can you support the manufacturer's claim?  Assume normal 
and variances are equal

pg. 432 9,12,13,14,17,18,21
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The test statistic is the mean           of these differences

Lesson 8-3

Testing the difference between Means (DEPENDENT SAMPLES)

8-1 and 8-2 was testing the difference between two means of independent samples  so 
the test statistic was

today we are performing a two-sample hypothesis test with dependent samples.  So we 
first must find the difference d for each data pair

The following conditions are required to conduct the test

1. The samples must be randomly selected

2. The samples must be dependent (PAIRED)

3. Both populations must be normally distributed n at least 30
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8.3 Continued
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Example 1 The t-test for the difference between means
A Golf club manufacturer claims that golfers can lower their score by using their newly 
designed golf clubs.  Eight golfers are randomly slected and each is asked to give his or her 
most recent score. After using the new clubs for one month, the golfers are shown at the 
table.  Assuming the golf scores are normally distributed, is there enough evidence to 
support the claim at 

Assign:  pg. 442 10,12 PICK one

14-20 ONLY DUE 1
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Lesson 84 Testing the difference between proportions

we will learn how to use a ztest to test the difference between two population proportions 

If the claim is about two population parameters          the some possible pairs of null and 
alterative hypothesis are

 Regardless of which hypotheses you use always assume there is no difference between the 
population proportions 
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Lesson 84 Continued
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Assign:pg. 451  7,9 OR 10,19,20
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Independent and Dependent Samples > An Overview of
Two-Sample Hypothesis Testing > Two-Sample z-Test for the


Difference Between Means


) Independent and Dependent Samples
In Chapter 7, you studied methods for testing a claim about the value


population parameter. In this chapter, you will learn how to test a


comparing parameters from two populations. When you compare the me'
two different populations, the method you use to sample as well as the s.


sizes will determine the type of test you will use.


Two samples are independent if the sample selected from one populatior- ,,


not related to the sample selected from the second population.Two samF.:,


are {eaerr(errtlt etchtsstshst qt q\e sarcrq\e coueslotds tq a t[emt'.-
\>s\er:>rrr)l>S>ats\>x\susr\x,:-u:=\:s=N-:\$:*'


matched samples.


Independent and Dependent Samples
Classify each pair of samples as independent or c;:,
your answer.


1. Sample 1: Resting heart rates of 35 individuals befor= -
Sample 2: Resting heart rates of the same individu. '


cups of coffee


2. Sample 1: Test scores for 35 statistics students


Sample 2: Test scores for 42 biology students who dc ,


Solution
These samples are dependent. Because the resting h:':
individuals are taken, the samples are related. The s. -


with respect to each individual.


These samples are independent. It is not possible to :-- -
the members of samples; the sample sizes are d,--.---
represent test scores for different individuals.


,,i1il


Classify each pair of samples as independent or depenc:-'


1. Sample 1: Heights of 27 adult females
Sample 2: Heights of 27 adult males


2. Sample 1: Midterm exam scores of 14 chemistry stu::-
Sample 2: Final exam scores of the same 14 chemist:'.


Determine whether the samples are independent or de :.


Testing the Difference Between Means (Large
lndependent Samples)


lnsight
Dependent samples
often involve
identical twins,
before and after
results for the
Same oerson or
object, or results of
individuals matched for
specif ic characteristics.







Sampling Distribution
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) An Overview of TWo-sample Hypothesis Testing
In this section you will learn how to test a claim comparing the means of two
different populations using independent samples.


For instance, suppose you are developing a marketing plan for an Internet
service provider and want to determine whether there is a difference in the


amount of time male and female college students spend online each day. The only


way you can conclude with certainty that there is a difference is to take a census


of all college students, calculate the mean daily times male students and female


students spend online, and find the difference. Of course, it is not practical to take


such a census. However, you can still determine with some degree of certainty
whether such a difference exists.


You can begin by assuming that there is no difference in the mean times


of the two populations. That is, ttt * ltz : 0. Then by taking a random sample


from each population, and using the resulting two-sample test statistic 7t - Jz,
you can perform a two-sample hypothesis test. Suppose you obtain the following
results:


Population of Male
College Students


nl = 100


Population of Femaie


fz = 31 min
sz = i2 min
nz= 125


The graph below shows the sampling distribution of -1 - i2 for many similar


samples taken from each population, under the assumption that h - ltz -- 0'


From the graph, you can see that it is quite unlikely to obtain sample means


that differ by 4 minutes if the actual difference is 0. The difference of the


sample means would be more than 2.5 standard errors from the hypothesized


difference of 0! So, you can conclude that there is a significant difference in the


amount of time male college students and female college students spend online


each dav.


Test statistic: xl-/"2= 35 - 31 = 1


^t ^2


-5 4-3-2 1 0 r 2 3 4 5


Difference in sample means (in minutes) 
- Standardized test statistic//* ---,:---f-- 


--i-_+-1*r}-".]'+ 
;


r)lj -z
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Note to Instructor


In this chaPter, students will
primarily use hYPothesis tests


for which the nuli hYPothesis


states that there is no di{ference
in the population Parameters.
The opportunitY to conduct tests


for differences other than zero,


however, is discussed in the
Extending ConcePts exerclses.


::i' :t *:: .;-;i tu;. 'i F 3:;


You can also write the null and
alternative hypotheses as follows'


- pz--0
- Pz*0


- Fz=Q
- Fz> 0


- Pz>0
- ttz<0


Sampling Distribution
for 71- 72


It is important to remember that when you perform a two-sample hypo ' - '
testusingindependentsamples,youaretestingaclaimconcerning.thediffe...
betweertheparametersintwopopulations,notthevaluesofthep?I&II':'
themselves.


For a two-sample hypothesis test with independent samples'


1. the null hypothesis IIs is a statistical hypothesis that usually states thr-:


is no diffeience between the parameters of two populations' The n -


hvpothesis always contains the symbol 5, :, or 2'


1 z. ,t 
" 


alternative hypothesis Hois a statistical hypothesis that is true uh.:


', n^is false. The aiiernative hypothesis contains the symbol ) ' * ' or '-


I'o' *''
lH"i t;"t


['o'*'
lH": t"t


['o' *'
lH"t ttt


To write a null and an alternative hypothesis for a two-sample hYpr ' -


testwithindependentsamples,translatetheclaimmadeaboutthepop--
parameters from a verbal statement to a mathematical statement. Then' $'" 


'


fomplementary statement. For instance, if the claim is about two pop- -


pararneters p1 and pr,2, then some possible pairs of null and alte:"'


hypotheses are


{'u' *': *'
lHo: P"1 * 1t'2 {7r'"',I',: f,', and 


{lr'"',uu',=.f,',


Regardless of which hypotheses you use, you always assume there


difference between the population means, or Ft : ltz'


) Two-Sample z-Test for the Difference
Between Means


Intheremainderofthissection'youwilllearnhowtoperlormaz-test:-
difference between two population means pr1 and p'2' Tltree conditic-'


necessary to Perform such a test'


1. The samples must be randomly selected'


2. Tlhe samples must be independent'


3. Each sample size must be at least 30 or, if not, each population musl : -


normal distribution with a known standard deviation'


If these requirements are met, then the sampling distribution for x1 - .r;


difference of the sample means) is a normal distribution with mean and st: -


error as follows.


: ltt - ltz


Standard €rrof : o;,-;,


The mean of the difference of the sampie


means is the assumed difference between


the two population means. When no


difference is assumed, the mean is 0'


The variance of the sampiing distribution
is the sum of the variances of the individual


sampling distributions for -1 and -2' The


standard error is the square root of the


sum of the vartances'







1,,.; !!i:,:.!'i.i:ir


.'3ssachusetts. In a surveY, 200
-':eral employees in each state


:'e asked to report their salarY.
-e results were as follows.


: onr L r ied !1;ir: OIi ce ci


, l.r:l.illeln e I il


Michigan:
tr = $60.580 s, = $7101


42 46 50 s4 58 62 66107118


Salary
(in thousands of dollars)


Massachusetts


t" = $62.540 s" = $627,1


16 50 5,+ 58 62 66'10 74',78


Salary
r in thousands of dollars)


. enough evidence to
;le that there is ct


itL'e in the mean incomes
iion federal emplayees
It i gan and Mussachusetts
, = 0.05?


:iiil i.l.i rlr,i ia\.1 r. ili.jl-l


l i, i() at)lrflilr-li-' ii'i:li
-i1l!l ll !iii' .-il!,'iirj


ll'r !,i'fi,!,'-'l!iijiall.J:


i, ! li:.',.:J1-r il:;,,1 i i!i.


When the samples are large, ]ou cail uSe .r1


the samples are not large, you can still use a


populations are normally distributed and the


,:-r,==t,=;,-',.r1:t,=,t"=-.:-,titi,.-..,.
Using a Two-SamPle z-Test for
(Large Independent SamPIes)


1. State the claim mathematically.
Identify the null and alternative
hypotheses.


2. Specify the level of significance.


3. Sketch the sampling distribution.


4. Determine the critical value(s).


5. Determine the rejection region(s).


6. Find the standardized test statistic.


7. Make a decision to reject or fail to
reject the null hypothesis.


8. Interpret the decision in the context
of the original claim.


and s2 in place of o1 and o2. If
two-sample z-test, provided the
population standard deviations


i.:...=lt.-.,i--....!l::= 1'. 
==r:,="-'the Difference Between Means


State 116 and Ho.


Identify a.


Use Table 4 in Appendix B.


(xt- x) - (t"t- t"t)
(Jt 


-'-


If z is in the rejection
region, reject Hs. Other-
wise, fail to reject 110.
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Because the sampling distribution for x1 - -2 is a normal distribution, you


can use the z-test to test the difference between two population means p1 and


p,2. Notice that the standardized test statistic takes the form of


(Observed difference) - (Hypothesized difference)
z:


A two-sample Z-test can be used to test the difference between two


population means p,1 and p2 when a large sample (at least 30) is randomly 
I


ielected from each population and the samples are independent.The lest 
:


statistic is 11 - x2, a\d the standardized test statistic is


(1r -12) - (trr - ttz)
where at, -z =a- arr--,


are known.
1


lf the null hypothesis stales g r: ltz. Fr < ltz-or gr = pr2. then 4r : Fz is


assumed and the expression Ft - ltz is equal to 0 in the preceding test.


A hypothesis test for the difference between means can also be performed


using P-values. Use the same guidelines above, skipping Steps 4 and 5. After
iinding the standardized test statistic, use the Standard Normal Table to calculate


the P-value. Then make a decision to reject or fail to reject the null hypothesis.


If P is less than or equal to a, reject 11s. Otherwise,fail to reject I10.
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Sample Statistics for Credit
Card Debt


vt: $2290


s1 : $750


q -- 200


72: $2370


s2 : $800


n. :200


test. For instance, the test is a


two-tailed test, so the P-value
is eoual to twice the area to the
left of z : -1.03, or


2(0.1s1s) : 0.303.


Because 0.303 > 0.05,
you should fail to
reject Hs.


G;;;; =+:-:::=ln Example 2, you can also use a !


P-value to perform the hypothesis I


a.,illiTIi;. 8 HYPOTHESIS TESTING WITH TWO SAMPLES


A Two-Sample z-Test for the Difference
Between Means
A consumer education organization claims that there is a difference in thc


mean credit card debt of males and females in the United States. The results o-


a random survey of 200 individuals from each group are shown at the left. Th'


two samples are independent. Do the results support the organization's claim


IJse a : 0.05. (Aduptad.li'ottt M,-r'csto)


SOlUtiOn You want to test the claim that there is a difference in the mea:.


credit card debts of males and females in the United States. So, the null an:


alternative hypotheses are


Ho: Pt -- ltz and Hnt Ft I 9,2. (Claim)


Because the test is a two-tailed test and the level of significance is a : 0.0-'


the critical values are -20: -1,.96 and z0 :1-.96. The rejection regions a::


z < _t.g6 and z > 1.96. Because both samples are lafge, s1 and s2 are used -:


place of 01 and o2 to calculate the standard error'


O= -t- 
: x 77.5403


The standardized test statistic is


(at-x)-(trt-t"r)
(I;. _t^


())q0,-?170)-0


Use the :-test.


Assume lrt: p), so Ft - Fz - 0.
77.5403


- -1.03.


The graph at the left shows the location of the rejection regions and i:,
standardized test statistic z. Because z is not in the rejection region, you shou- -


fail to reject the null hypothesis.


Interpretation At the 5% significance level, there is not enough evidence .


support the organization's claim that there is a difference in the mean cle -


card debt of males and females.


A survey indicates that the mean per capita credit card charge for resident:


New Hampshire and New York is $3900 and $3500 pel yeal, respectively.l,
survey inciuded a randomly selected sample of size 50 from each state. :-- -


,u-pi" standard deviations are $900 (NH) and $500 (NY).The two samples '- '


independent . At a : 0.01 , is there enough evidence to conclude that there ',


difference in the mean credit card charges? (Adill)t(d frrtttt Cunl Mutrtrg''


In ft.trnttrtiort.Scrt'furt'.i urtrI the Li.5'. (i'rlirrs Bttrcutt )


a. Identify the claim and state Hg a,nd Ho.


b. Speci.fy the level of significance o.
c. Find the critical values and identify the rejection regions'


d. Use the z-test to find the standardized test statistic z'


e. Decide whether to reject the null hypothesis. Use a graph if necessary'


f. Interpret the decision in the context of the original claim'
Artstt'cr: Ptr.!'


See TI-83/84 steps
on page 489.


--^)/)t)"







72: $252


s2 - $22


nz=35


JI
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iample Statistics for DailY


Cost of Meals and Lodging


for a FamilY of Four


Using Technology to Perforrn a T\ to-Sample z-Test


TheAmericanAutomobileAssociationclaimsthattheavelagedailycostfor
meals and lodging to' uu"utioning in Texas is less than the same average costs


for vacationi'g ln Vi'gitiu- fft" 'if'f" 
at the left shows the results of a random


survey of vacatione,J in "a'h 
state' The two samples are independent' At


a : 0.01, is there enough evidence to support the claim? lHo: ttt > p'2 arrd


Hot Ft < P.2 (claim)]


solution The top two displays show how to set up the hypothesis test using


a TI-83/84. The remaining displays show the possible results' depending on


whether you select Calculste or Drsw '


r : $248


j:$15
,-:50


'*.1.t 
'r 


; !-':
\,:t€ thdt the Tl-83/84


: splaYs P x 0.1751 '


!:causeP>a,You
.-culd fail to reject
:-e null hYPothesis'


-: use MINITAB to Per-
-:'m a two-sample z-test,


: -i must use raw data'


2-SamPZTest
lnpt:Data $@$|
o1:15
o2:22
x1:248
n1:5O
xc.l3c


JNZ:JC


2-SamPZTest
u1<u2
z=-'.93432OC,811
p=.1 75O693839
-xl 248
x2"252


In'1:50


2-SamPZTest
Io2:22


-x1 ?48
n1:5O
x2252
n2:35
p1:+1s2 EEI 'P2
Calculate Draw


-::nts might be conf used about


.. lnating Texas as PoPulation 1


.iirginia as PoPulation 2'


:lnlhat the f inal result of


. .est would be identical if the


- ':r- Pts were reversed Show


: 'eversing the subscriPts would


, rrce a right-tailed test for
.' the test statistic is 0'93'


- :- tical value is z:233, and


' =tection region is z :'2'33'


-,rnple Statistics for DailY


.t of Meals and Lodging
for a FamilY of Four


- q)o1


= 150


Because the test is a left-tailed test and a:0'01 ' the rejection reglon ls


z < -2.33. The standardized test statistic 7 x -0'93 is not in the rejectton


i"gion, ro you should fail to reject the null hypothesis'


InterpretationAtthel%significancelevel,thereisnotenoughevidenceto
r"ppiti tn" American Automobile Association's claim'


TheAmericanAutomobileAssociationclaimsthattheavelagedailymealand
lodging costs for uutuiio"i"g in Maryland.are greater than the same average


costs for vacationing irr-Cof]ruAo. The table atlhe left shows the results of a


random suruey of vacationers in each state' The two samples are independent'


At a : 0.05, is there enough evidence to support the claim?


Use a TI-83/84 to find the test statistic or the P-value'


7i",ir'^'i"ri"roi uni''""p"t' Artstt'er: I'ttgt' A15


_


a.


b.


j2 : $286


52 : $18


nz : 200
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EXERCISES


s*r Sxer* #ef#


1. Two samPles are dePendent if
each member of one samPle


corresponds to a member of
the other samPle. ExamPle: The


weights of 22 PeoPle before


starting an exerclse Program
and the weights of the same


22 people 6 weeks after starting
the exercise Program.


Two samPles are indePendent
if the samPle selected from one


population ls not related to the
sample selected f rom the second


population. ExamPle: The


weights of 25 cats and the
weights of 20 dogs.


State the hYPotheses and identifY


the claim. SPecifY the level of
significance. Find the critical
value(s) and identify the rejection


region(s). Find the standardized
test statistic. Make a decision


and interPret in the context of
the claim.


Use P-values.3.


4. (1) The samPles must be


randomlY selected. (2) The


samples must be indePendent'
(3) nr > 30 and n2 > 30, or


each poPulation must have


a normal distribution with
a known standard deviation'


5. Independent because different
students were samPled.


6. Dependent because the same


students were samPled.


7. Dependent because the same


adults were samPled.


r ffi*iEdE*g ffissc* SkEE$s m*# \f*emha*B*ry


l.Whatisthedifferencebetweentwosamplesthat-aredependentanc.
samples that are independent? Give an example of two dependent s&lllr :


and two indePendent samPles'


2.Explainhowtoperformatwo-samplez-testforthedifferencebetu.ee:l
means of two populations using large independent samples'


3.Describeanotherwayyoucanperformahypothesistestforthedifle:=-
between the means oi i*o popuiations using large independent sampl;'


zl. What conditions are necessary in order to use the z-test to test the difle :' -


between two PoPulation means'/


InExercises5-l2,classifythetwogivensamplesasindependentordep'''
Explain Y our reas oning'


5.Sample1:TheSATscoresfor35highschoolstudentswhodidnotta!.:.'--
SAT PreParation course


Sample2:T\eSATscoresfor40highschoolstudentswhodidtakear.:-.
preparation course


The SAT scores for 44 high school students


The SAT scores for the same 44 high school students after '''
an SAT PreParation course


The weights of 51 adults


The weights of the same 51 adults after participating in a di' ' '


exercise Program for one month


8. Sample 1: The weights of 40 females


Sample 2: T\e weights of 40 males


9. Sample 1: The average speed of 23 powerboats using an old hull desis:


Sample 2: Theaverage speed of 14 powerboats using a new hull desis--


10. Sample 1: The fuel mileage of 10 cars


Sample2:T\efuelmileageofthesamel0carsusinganalternativefu=


ll.Thetableshowsthebrakingdistances(infeet)foreachoffourdiffere:-:..
of tires with the car,s antilick braking system (AB,S) ort and with AB!


The tests were done on ice with cars traveling at 15 miles per hour'


Cct nsttnter Re;'o rts 1


|2.-t\etableshowstheheartrates(inbeatsperminute)offivepeopleb=
exercising and after'


6. Sample 1:


Sample 2:


7. Sample 1:


Sample 2:







ndependent because different
ndividuals were samPled'


ndependent because different
:loats were samPled'


)ependent because the same


:ars were samPled.


)ependent because the same


- i'e sets were samPled.


)ependent because the same


:eople are samPled


r) 7.60


:) ln the rejectlon reglon


:) Reject H6. At the 5%


signif icance level, there is


enough evidence to re1ect


:l


the claim.


-10
2.89


Not in the rejection region'


Fail to reject H6. At the 10%


signif icance level, there ts


not enough evidence to
support the claim.


30


1.84


Not in the rejection reglon


Fail to reject H6. At the 1%


signif icance level, there is


not enough evidence to
support the claim.


109


t J.29


In the rejection reglon


Reject Hs. At the 3%


signif icance level, there is


enough evidence to re1ect


the claim.


to reject H6. At the 1 %


;rif icance level, there is not
'cugh evidence to support


= ect H6. At the 5%


: 'r if icance level, there is


':ugh evidence to supPort
'= Clalm.


,f
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InExercises]3-]6,(a)finrttheteststatistic,(b)findthestandqrdizedteststatistic,
(c) rtecide whether the standardizerl test statisiic is in the rejection reg'ion' and


(rl) rtecide whether yo, ,no"u reject or fair to reiect the null hypothesis. The


sa.mples are random and independent'


13. Claim: Ft: Fz, a : 0'05' Sample statistics: 71 :16' s1 :1'1' nr:50 and


fu :1-4, s2 : 1'5, nz: 50


t4. Claim: Ft ) Itz, d '


and x2 : 510, sz :


Claim: pt I Pz, a
and7y: 1195, sz :


FIGURE FOR EXERCISE 14


statistics: -1 : 500, s1 : 30, nr : 100


statistics: xt : 1225, st : 75 , n7: 35


: 0.10. Sample
15, n2: 15


: 0.01. Sample
105, n2 : 105


, -_) 1l.0 -
FIGURE FOR EXERCISE 15


Claim: Pt 3 Pz, a
and xy: 4895, sz


InExerciseslTanrlTS,usethegivensamplestatisticstotesttheclaimaboutthe
difference between t*'o poputition meqns p1 anrl p'2 at the given level of


significance a.


17. Claim: Ft) Fz, a : 0'01' Statistics: xt: 5'2' s1 : 0'2' nt: 45 and


7v: 5'5, sz : 0'3 ' fl2 = 37


18. Claim: Ft * ltz, a : 0'05' Statistics: 71 : 52' s1 :2'5' nt:70 and


x2: 45, s2: 5'5, nz: 60


: 0.03. Sample statistics: x1


= 215, nz: 156


: 5004, sr : 136, \: I44


I LlsEr=4 #ffi# +e="R*{Fr#EE5-+ f,*:=+*g=?=


Testing the Difference Between Two Means In Exercises 19-32'


(a) identify the claim und state Hs and' H"' (b) use Table 4 in App'endix B to find


the criticsl value(s) and identify the rejection region(s), (c)-find 
.th.e 


stsndardized


test statistic z. (d) decirle whether to reiect or fail to reiegt t-h1 nult hypothesis' and


(e) interpret the decni.on in the contixt of the original claim. If convenient, use


technologytosolvetheproblem,IneachexeTcise,assumethesamplesarerandomly
selected"a'nrl that the samples are independent'


FIGURE FOR EXERCISE 13


FIGURE FOR EXERCISE 16


-
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The Two-Sample t-Test for the Difference Between Means


) The Two-Sample t-Test for the Difference
Between Means


As you have learned, in real life, it is often not practical to collect samples of size .-


or more from each of two populations. However, if both populations have a tlor :


distribution, you can still test the difference between their means. In this sect: -


you will learn how to use a /-test to test the difference between two popula. -


means g,1 and p,2 using independent samples from each population. The follou--- "


conditions are necessary to use a /-test for small independent samples.


1. The samples must be randomly selected.


2. T\e samples must be independent. Recall that two samples are independe'.'


the sample selected from one population is not related to the sample sele;.. .


from the second population.


3. Each population must have a normal distribution.


When these conditions are met, the sampling distribution for the differ-. -,
between the sample means it - iz is approximated by a r-distribution ';
mean p1 - pz. So, you can use a two-sample /-test to test the differ.- -'
between the two population means p4 and p,2. The standard error ani -- ,


degrees of freedom of the sampling distribution depend on whether - 
,


population variances o21 and ol are equal.


A two-sample /-test is used to test the difference between two populatiLr:


means pr,1 and pzwhen a sample is randomly selected from each populatio'--


Performing this test requires each population to be normally distributed. ar-
the samples should be independent. The standardized test statistic is


- i) - (trt - t-tz)


Variances are equal: If the population variances are equal, then informattc:
from the two samples is combined to calculate a pooled estimate of tht
standard deviation 6.


^ |fu, - 1)'? + (n2- I)sl
- - \,\ nt*n2-2


The standard error for the sampling distribution of 71 - -2 is


Testing the Difference Between Means (Small
Independent Samples)


ff4"*<E=-. 'ia 1.2
;+ 1 +-.l.j s-- j* ; ; 


:1.:;


You will learn to test for
differences in variances
in two populations in
Chapter 10. ln this
chapter, each example
and exercise will state
whether the variances
are equar.


Note to Instructor


lf you choose, you can cover tests
for equal variances (Section 10.3)


before doing these t-tests. ln case


you cover Section 10.3 later or do
not have time to cover it at all,
students will be informed whether
to assume equal variances in each
example, Try-lt, and exercise in
this section. In each instance, we
have run an F-test at the level of
signif icance stated in the problem
and have reported the outcome of
the test.


and d.f. : nt * -2.
Variances are not equal: If the
standard error is


Variances equal


Variances not equal


variances are not equal, then i:,


tr=\A- "'


" Jr -rz


-2J2


ft2


-2Jj


and d.f. : smaller of nt * 1 or nt - I.
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The requirements for the z-test described in Section 8.1 and the /-test
described in this section are shown in the flowchart below.


Two-Sample Tests for Independent Samples


Are both sample
sizes at least 30?


$.:


_ f6ffi
-;e.
Ei,E*.
- 


-;?!F:-:-


#i .EL


6,: j


A study published
by the American
Psychologica I


Association in the
curna I Neurop sycho logy reported
:nat children with musical training


'nowed better verbal memory
:nan children with no musical
:raining. The study also showed
:rat the longer the musical
:.aining, the better the verbal
lemory. Suppose you tried to
:uplicate the results as follows.
-r verbal memory test with
: possible I00 points was
:dministered to 90 children.
=alf had musical training, while
:re other half acted as the
:cntrol group and had no
rusical training. The 45 children
,', ith training had an average
::ore of 83.12 with a standard
:eviation of 5.7. The 45 students
^ the control group had an


- /erage score of 79.9 with a


,:andard deviation of 6.2.


r[ (r = 0.05, is there enough
'. idence to support the cluim
::at musica! training increuses
-;rbal memory test scores?
''.,rsttfir€ the populations &re
,rmally distributed snd the
,pulation vuriqnces are equal"


r lhc 5'lr, signrlicrtircc lcrcl. iltct'c
ilgii cviclenee i,J s,.iirirofl il'rc clrtirti
rLisicll iraiirin-q inclcascs r clblii
'lY Ic\t SCol'45.


Yes Use the z-test.


No


Are both populations
normal?


Yes


Are both population
standard deviations


known?


Use the z-test.


You cannot use the


z-test or the /-test.


Are the population
variances equal?


Use the /-test with


fi)
/ Jr J,


o", o =r/ 4. q
and d.f. = smaller of


nr-1ornz-1.


Use the /-test with


and d.f. = nr * nz- 2


No


YesNo


NoYes


gt*=r;ty;i,,0ffi'!5i;+[_i+1]'. "r*|'+;=;;filrii i;i:=


' Using a Two-Sample t-Test for the Difference Between Means
(Small Independent Samples)


)
3.


State the claim.Identify the null and
alternative hypolheses.


Specify the level of significance.


Identify the degrees of freedom
and sketch the sampling
distribution.


Determine the critical value(s).


Determine the rejection region(s).


Find the standardized test statistic.


Make a decision to reject or fail to
reject the null hypothesis.


Interpret the decision in the context
of the original claim.


State 11s and Ho.


Identify a.


d.f.-nt*n2-2or
d.f. : smaller of n1 - 1


ofn2-1
Use Table 5 in Appendix B.


If n > 29, use the iast row
(co) in the r-distribution
table.


(7t-iz) * (tq- ptz)
L*


a-, .,
If r is in the rejection
region, reject Hs. Other-
wise, fail to reject 11s.


4.


6.


8.
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Sample Statistics for Braking
Distance on DrY Pavement


ot.' '- 
:


ifiril;lL l HYPOTHESIS TESTING WITH TWO SAMPLES


A Two-Sample t-Test for the Difference


Between Means
The braking distances of 8 volkswagen GTIs and 10 Ford Focuses wefe te : : -


when traveling at 60 miles per hour on dry pavement. The results are sho* --


the left. can you conclude that there is a difference in the mean bra''- -


distances of the two types of cars? Use a : 0'01 ' Assume the populatiorls :-


normally distributed u.rd th" population variances are not equal. (Aduptt'


Cottsttnter R(Plt ts )


solution You want to test whether the mean stopping distances '-
different. So, the null and alternative hypotheses are


Hoi lrt: ltz and Ho: Ft * 1t'2' (Claim)


Because the variances are not equal and the smaller sample size is : -


d.f.:8-1:7.Becausethetestisatwo-taiIedtestwithd.f.
a :0.01, the critical values are _ts: -3.499 and /3 :3.499. The reje:'


regions u""t a -3.499 andr > 3'499'Thestandarderroris


1-ct=0.99


The standardized test statistic is


(xr -xz) -tltt-ltz)t:- 07;xz


(r34-143)-o


Use the /-test.


Assume pr : p2, so Pt - $z : 0'


]a,= 0.00s


Sample Statistics for Braking
Distance on Wet Pavement


- 
2.5743


x -3.496.


Thegraphattheleftshowsthelocationoftherejectionregionsan:
stand"ardlized test statistic /. Because / is not in the rejection region, you ::'


fail to reject the null hYPothesis.


Interpretation At the 1% significance level, there is not enough evide:: '


"onrlud" 
that the mean braking distances of the cars are different'


The braking distances (in feet) of the same cars from Example l were :'
whentravelingonwetpavementat60milesperhour.Thelesults.aresht-.
the left. can you conclude that the mean braking distances are differen:


a : 0.05. Assume the populations are normally distributed and the popu'-


variances are not equd'. {Adtptctl .frotrt Cottsttttter RePorts)


a. Identify the claim and state Hg and H''
b. Specify the level of significance a '


c. Determine the degrees of freedom'


d. Fincl the critical values and identify the rejection regions'


e. (Jse the r-test to find the standardized test statistic /'


f. Decide whether to reject the null hypothesis' Use a graph if necessarr


g, Interpret the decision in the context of the original claim'
AttstYar; l


SeE MINITAB
steps on Page -1:


h: 134rt


sr = 6.9 ft
nt: 8


- - 1A2.+t
l) 


- 
LaJ Lt


sz : 2'6 ft


n2 -- t0


+l t -1 o I 2


-to= -3'499


h: 74rft
sr : 7.0 ft


nt :8


iz : l5l ft
sz : 3.1 ft


nz: l0
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A Two-Sarnple f-Test fon the Difference
Between Means


TrI
./; *; - 13'8018.
vr4 10


See TI-83i81 steps
on paee 189,


Sample Statistics for
Calling Range


: 1275ft


- 45ft


=I4


' r nple Statistics for Watt Usage


The standardized test statistic is


(rr - *:) - (p, ttz)


Or, -,
(727s-12s0)-0


Use the l-test.


Assume pL : /,r1, so g.L h: 0


A manufacturer claims that the calling range (in feet) of its 2.1-GHz cordless
telephone is greater than that of its leading competitor. You perforn.i a stud\
using 14 randomly selected phones from the manufacturer and 16 randomir
selected similar phones from its competitor.The results are shoun at r:he 1eir.
At a:0.05, can you support the manufacturer's claim'l Assunt; lhc
populations are normally distributed and the population variances ar- c--ir.:


Solution The claim is "the mean range of the manufacturer's corclles: pr1o1:
is greater than the mean range of the manufacturer's leading competiror." S.,.


the null and alternative hypotheses are


Ho: pt = pz and Hn: Ft > g,2. (Claim)


Because the variances are equal, d.f. : n1 * n2 - 2: 14 + 76 - 2 : lS.
Because the test is a right-tailed test, d.f. : 28, and a : 0.05, the critical value
is ro : 1.701. The rejection region is r > 1.701 . The standard error is


13.8018


:v 1.811.


The graph at the left shows the location of the rejection region and the
standardized test statistic /. Because r is in the rejection region, you should
decide to reject the null hypothesis.


Interpretation At the 5% significance level, there is enough evidence to
support the manufacturer's claim that its phone has a greater calling range than
its competitor's.


A manufacturer claims that the watt usage of its 17-inch flat panel monitors is
less than that of its leading competitor. You perform a study and obtain the
results shown at the left. At a : 0.10, is there enough evidence to support the
manufacturer's claim? Assume the populations are normally distributed and
the population variances are equal.


a, Identify the claim and state Hs and H,.
b. Specify the level of significance a.
c. Determine the degrees of freedom.
d. Find the critical value and identify the rejection region.
e. [Jse the r-test to find the standardized test statistic /.


f. Decide whether to reject the null hypothesis. Use a graph if necessary.
g. Interpret the decision in the context of the original claim.


,'\ti.t,,t t'r.: [\t,qt ,:,.]5


i2 - 1.250 tt


sz:30ft
nz: 76


ffitty r. - \/
' l'lli l1:- 2 \


(13)(4s'Z) +


74+76-2


t.-15
sz : 1.8


nz: 75
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EXERCISES


ff*r SeEse


MystalSp


1. State hypotheses and identify
the claim. Specify the level of
significance. Determine the
degrees of f reedom. Find the
critical value(s) and identify the
rejection region(s). Find the
standardized test statistic. Make
a decision and interpret in the
context of the original claim.


2. (1) The samples must randomly
selected.


(2) The samples must be
i ndependent.


(3) Each population must have a
normal distribution.


6.


7.


8.


9.


10.


11.


(a) -to - -1.714,t0:1.714
(b) to : 1.812, ta - 1.812


(a) to - 2.485 (b) to - 2.718


(a) fo = -2.074
(b) ro - 2.306


(a) fo : 1.960, to - '1.960


(b) ro : 2.101, ta - 2j01
(a) to: 1.729 (b) to : 1.895


(a) to - 1.363


(b) ro - 1.638


(a) -to : 2.771, to: 2.771


(b) -ro: 3.106, fo - 3.106


(a) to - 2.921 (b) fo : 3.707


(a) -1.8 (b) -1.199
(c) Not in the rejection region.


(d) Fail to reject H6.


(a) 0.04 (b) 0.331


(c) Not in the rejection region.
(d) Fail to reject H6.


HYPOTHESIS TESTING WITH TWO SAMPLES


* *e * E * i s-a g *e s E * 5 kE E E s * * d E"f*** fu :"c i * r*sF


Explain how to perform a two-sample /-test for the difference betwee:
means of two populations.


2. What conditions are necessary in order to use a /-test to test the diffe:.
between two population means?


In Exercises 3-10, use Table 5 in Appendix B to find the critical value(s1 ' '


indicated alternative hypothesis, level of significance a, and sample sizes i


n2. Assume that the samples are independent, normal, and random and tl..
population variances are (a) equal and (b) not equal.


3. Ho: Ft * ttz, a : 0.10, n1 - 1-1-,n7: 1-4


4. Ho: Ft > pz, a : 0.01, n1 : 72,n2: 15


5. Ho: pt I pz, a : 0.025,n1 : 1-5,n2: 9


6. Hn: h * pz, a : 0.05, n1 - 79,n2: 22


7. Ho: Ft > pz, a : 0.05, n1 - 13,n2: 8


8. H;. 14 I pz, a : 0.10, ftt: 9,nz: 4


9. Ho: Ft I pz, a : 0.01, n1 : 12,n2 =


10. Ho: Ft > ttz, a : 0.005, r\: 7,n2:


In Exercises 1l-14,


(a) find the test statistic.


(b) find the standardized test statistic.


(c) decide whether the standardized test statistic is in the rejection region


(d) decide whether you should reject or fail to reject the null hypothesw.


11. Hs: Ft: trz, a : 0.01


Sample statistics: iy : 33.7,.i1 : 3.5,
ny : 10 and x2 : 35.5, sy : 2.2, nz : 7


Assume o1- o3.


12, Hs: pt 2 pz, a : 0.10
Sample statistics: rr : 0.515, s1 : 0.305,


nt : 11 andi2 : 0.415, s2 : 0.2L5, nz : 9


Assume o1: o1.


13. Hs: Ft 3 Fz, a : 0.05


Sample statistics:h: 2250, s1: 175,
ny - 13 andi2 : 2305, s2: 52, nz - 10


Assume ol + ol.


I
1.


1"1


11


3.


4.


5.


#*Fp


12.







i.r'


a) '. s5 (b) - 1.073


c) Not in the rejection region.


d) Fail to reject He.


a) -5 (b) -4.02s
c) Not in the rejection region.


d) Fail to reject H6.


a) The claim is "the mean
footwell intrusions for small
and midsize cars are equal."


Ho'. t-rt : prz (claim);


Hu: pt1 * 1;'2


3) -to : 1 103, to - 1.703


Rejection regions:
t< 1.103,t>1.703


-) 1.177 (d) Failto reject Ho.


:) At the '1 0% significance
level, there is not enough
evidence to reject the
insurance actuarY's claim
that the mean footwell
intrusions for small and
midsize cars are equal.


., The claim is "the mean
footwell intrusions for small
pickups and small sPort
utility vehicles are equal."


Ho'. ttt :7-r2 (claim);
Hu'. l:'t I ltz


- fo - 2.2A1, 4: 2.201


Rejection regions:
t ,< 2.201 , t... 2.2Q1


0.120 (d) Fail to reject H6.


= At the 5% signif icance level,
there is not enough evidence
to reject the claim that the
mean footwell intrusion for
small pickups and small sPort
utility vehicles are equal.


. The claim is "the mean
bumper repair cost is less


for small cars than it is for
midsize cars."


Ho'. t:-t > Fz'
Hu'. 1t1 '-:. p2 (claim)


to - 1.282;
Rejection region: t'- -1.282


- 3.962 (d) Reject Ho.


. At the 10% signif icance
Level, there is enough
evidence to suPPort the
claim that the mean bumPer
repair cost is less for small


cars than it is for midsize cars.


== Selected Answers, Page 41 10.
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14. H6: pt < ttz, a : 0.01


Sample statistics:h : 45, s1 : 4.8,


n1 : L6 and Tz : 50, s2 : 1.2, nz : 14


Assume ol + ol.


t :j i; * r"r q i* ii {i I f i'i {* {'i:} ! {i+'+! i'.i i:i i'" + ;='':-:= F=:i"-:;


Testing the Difference Between TWo Means In Exercises 15-24,


(a) itteitfu the claint and state Hs and H 
", 


(b) find the critical value(s) and idettti.l.r'


the rejection region(s), (c) find the standardized test statistic, (d) decide whether ro


reject or fail to reject the null hypothesis, and (e) interpret the deci'sion irt the


context of the originol claim. If convenient, use technology to solve the problent lrt


each exercise, assume the populations have approximately normal di'stributiorts'


15. Footwell Intrusion An insurance actualy claims that the mean footwell


intrusions for small and midsize cars are equal. Crash tests at 40 miles per


hour were performed on 12 randomly selected small cars and 17 randomlv


selected midsize cars. The amount that the footwell intruded on the driver's


legs was measured. The mean footwell intrusion for the small cars was 10.1


centimeters with a standard deviation of 4.Il centimeters.The mean footweli


intrusion for the midsize cars was 8.3 centimeters with a standard deviation


of 4.02 centimeters. At a:0.10, can you reject the insurance actuary's


claim? Assume the population variances are equal. (Adultrcrl .frttrtt lttsttrurttt'


Irt.stittttc frtr l lightrtrt' Sulett )


Footwell Intrusion The footwell intrusions for small pickups and small


sport utility vehicles in several crash tests at 40 miles per hour wele


compared. For the 5 randomly selected pickups that were crashed, the


mean footwell intrusion was 11.0 centimetels with a standard deviation of
4.07 centimeters. For the 8 randomly selected small sport utility vehicles


that were crashed, the mean footwell intrusion was 10.6 centimeters with a


standard deviation of 6.62 centimeters. At a : 0.05, can you reject the


claim that the mean footwell intrusions for these vehicle types are equal?


Assume the population variances are equal. (t\dopt(d t'rotrr Ittsrtruttce lrtsrirrrtc


lit r H igltt ut' Su I a ty 1


Repair costs: Bumpers In crash tests at 5 miles per hour, the mean bumper


repair cost for 14 randomly selected small cars is $473 with a standard


deviation of $190. In similar tests of 23 randomly selected midsize cars, the


mean bumper repafu cost is $741 with a standard deviation of $205. At
a:0.10, can you conclude that the mean bumper repair cost is less for
small cars than it is for midsize cars? Assume that the population valiances


are equal. (Adupted frttttt Ittsttrurtce Irtslittttt .lltr Higltlrllt' Stlctt )


18. Repair Costs: Bumpers Crash tests at 5 miles per hour were pelformed on


5 rindomly selected small pickups and 8 randomly selected small sport utility
vehicles. For the small pickups, the mean bumper repair cost was $1090 and the


standard deviation was $403. For the smal1 sport utility vehicles, the mean


bumper repair cost was $485 and the standard deviation was $382. At
a : 0.10, can you conclude that the mean bumper repair cost is greater for


small pickups than for small sport utility vehicles? Assume the population


variances are equal. (Atluptcd frcrit lttsLLrutttt' lttstirttte .lltr Iligltttut Safctl1


16.


17.
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eans (Dependent


46r


Testing the Difference Between M
Sampies)


The t-Test for the Difference Between Means


> The f-Test for the Difference Between Means


In Sections 8.1 and 8.2, you performed two-sample hypothesis tests with


independent samples using the test statistic it - iz (the difference between the


means of the two samples). To perform a two-sample hypothesis test with


dependent samples, you will use a different technique. You rvill first find the


difference d for each data Pair:


d : xt - xz. Difference between entries for a data pair


The test statistic is the mean 7 of these differences


\'/
n


The following conditions are required to conduct the test'


1. The samples must be randomly selected.


2. The samples must be dependent (paired).


3. Both populations must be normally distributed.


If these requirements are met, then the sampling distribution for 7, the mean


of the difflrences of the paired data entries in the dependent samples, is


approximated by a r-distribution with n - 1 degrees of freedom, where n is the


number of data pairs.


The following symbols are used for the /-test for p"'. Although formulas are given


for the mean and standard deviation of differences, you should use a


technology tool to calculate these statistics.


n


d


lLd


a


S4


The number of Pairs of data


The difference between entries for a data pait, d : x1- - xz


The hypothesized mean of the differences of paired data in


the population


The mean of the differences between the paired data entries


in the dependent samPles


\,/
(t-


n


The standard deviation of the differences between the paired


data entries in the dependent samples


/s /, _ ,\r
l2\u ql


sa: r/-- ,\ n- r


Mean of the differences betr.veen paired
data entries in the depenclent samples


,.i. '-::.,*I ' :t


'ru can also calculate the
randard deviation of the
: fferences between
:aired data entries using
:^e shortcut formula
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Ycs. at the l0% significance level,
lhere is enor.rgh evidence to reject the
manulacturer's claim that when its
product is taken while following a


lorv-fat dict with regular exercise for
4 months. the :rvcrage weight loss is
20 pouncls.


Are PForu*:


1. State the claim mathematically.
Identify the null and alternative
hypotheses.


2. Specify the level of significance.


3. Identify the degrees of freedom
and sketch the sampling
distribution.


4. Determine the critical value(s).


5. Determine the rejection region(s).


6. Calculate d and s1.


7. Find the standardized test statistic.


8. Make a decision to reject or fail to
reject the null hypothesis.


9. Interpret the decision in the context
of the original claim.


{ri,$lyr*$r:f.r


State Hs and Ho.


Identify a.


d.f.: n - 1


Use Table 5 in Appendix B.
If n > 29, rse the last row
( oo ) in the r-distribution
table.


->du-
n


d- pa
' sllt/i
If i is in the rejection
region, rcject Hg. Otherwise.
fail to reject 11s.


HYPOTHESIS TESTING WITH TWO SAMPLES


When you use a /-distribution to approximate the sampling distribution fo:
d, the mean of the differences between paired data entries, you can use a /-tes:
to test a claim about the mean of the differences for a population of paired data


A r-test can be used to test the difference of two population means when a


sample is randomly selected from each population. The requirements for
performing the test are that each population must be normal and each
member of the first sample must be paired with a member of the second
sample. The test statistic is


and the standardized test statistic is


d-t"o/-_
L-


sdlYn


The degrees of freedom are


Using the t-Test for the Difference Between Means
(Dependent Samples)


SJ
-2u


n


I
iil
lttl


'f


wR :i:t#;iifl""'
suppressant claims
that when its


product is taken while following
a low-fat diet with regular
exercise for 4 months, the
average weight loss is 20 pounds.
To test this claim, you studied 12


randomly selected dieters taking
an appetite suppressant for 4
months. The dieters followed a


low-fat diet with regular exercise
all 4 months. The results are
shown in the following table.
(Adapted from NetHea th, lnc,)


Weights (in pounds)
of 12 dieters


1


2


3


4


5


6


7


8


9


10


11


12


185


194


2r3


198


244


162


211


L/J


r78


t92
181


209


168


r77


196


180


229


144


197


252


r6l
178


r61


193


Does your study provide
sufficient evidence to reject the
manufacturer's claim at a level
of significance of a = 0.10?
Assame the weights are
normally distributed
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- - can also use technology and
. :-value to perform a hypothesis


=,: for the difference between
-:ans. For instance, in ExamPle 1,


: - can enter the data in
',ITAB (as shown on page n


-:i'and find P r 0.089. ';
: =:3use P < a, yOU
- :-lld decide to
. :ct the null
":cthesis.


83


83


92


84


76


9I


80


91


A golf club manufacturer claims that golfers can lower their scores by using the


manufacturer's newly designed golf clubs. Eight golfers are randomly selected,


and each is asked to give his or her most recent score. After using the new clubs


for one month, the golfers are again asked to give their most recent score. The


scores for each golfer are shown in the table. Assuming the golf scores are


normally distributed, is there enough evidence to suppolt the manufacturer's


claimata:0.10?


SglUtieg"t The claim is that "golfers can lower their scores." In other words.


the manufacturer claims that the score using the old clubs will be greater than


the score using the new clubs. Each difference is given by


d: (oldscore) - (newscore).


The null and alternative hYpotheses are


Hg:p.d-0 and H ni Fa > 0. (Claim )


Because the test is a right-tailed test, a:0.10, and d.f.:8 - 1:7, the


critical value is t0:1.415. The rejection region is r > 1.415. Using the table


at the left, you can calculate d and s7 as foilows. Notice that the shortcut


formula is used to calculate the standard deviation.


1.625


n-7 = 3.0611


The standardized test statistic is


d-pa


Ehc €-Tes€ €*r the *i€fcr*ctee
ffictween F*c**s


SeE MINITAB
steps on page 488.


- >d 13
d:- n6


i^-
S,1l Y n


7.625 - 0


-3.06771\/8


= 1.498.


The graph at the right shows the
iocation of the rejection region and the


standardized test statistic /. Because / is


in the rejection region, You should
decide to reject the null hypothesis.
There is enough evidence to support the
golf club manufacturer's claim.


Interpretation At the 10% significance
level. the results of this test indicate
that after the golfers used the new clubs,


their scores were significantly lower.


Usc the r-test.


Assume F,t : 0.


',,1_--:,'',,-,]-,


[()a;'1l" )


2-1 01


a = 0.10







| -1tl I t-)


81180
16 ltS
74 | '76


75 I '76


80180
68 174
7s ltt
78 175
76 t74
74 lte
77lZS
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..;',:=


lf you prefer to use a
technology tool for this
type of test, enter the
data in two columns and
form a third column in
which you calculate the
difference for each pair.
You can now oerform a


one-sample t-test on the
difference column as
shown in Chapter 7.


HYPOTHESIS TESTING WITH TWO SAMPLES


A physician claims that an experimental medication increases an individ*.
heart rate. Twelve test subjects are randomly selected, and the heart ra:.
each is measured. The subjects are then injected with the medication and. -.


t hour, the heart rate of each is measured again. The results are listed at the ,


Assuming the heart rates are normally distributed, is there enough eviden:,
support the physician's claim at a : 0.05?


a. Identify the claim and state Hs and Ho.
b. Specfy the level of significance a and the degrees of freedom d.f.
c. Find the critical value ls and identify the rejection region.
d,. Calculate d and s,1.


e. (Jse the /-test to find the standardized test statistic r.


f. Decide whether to reject the null hypothesis. Use a graph if necessarr
g. Interpret the decision in the context of the original claim.


llttsttt'r; l'.


The t-Test for the Difference Between Means
A state legislator wants to determine whether her performance rating (t -
has changed from last year to this year. The following table shou,
legislator's performance rating from the same 16 randomly selected vot.:
last year and this year. At a : 0.01 , is there enough evidence to concluc.
the legislator's performance rating has changed? Assume the perfor:
ratinss are normallv distributed.


Solution If there is a change in the
difference between "this year's" ratings
the legislator wants to see if there is a
hypotheses are


H6. tLa - 0


and


H n: pa + 0. (Claim)


Because the test is a two-tailed test, a
critical values ara -ts: -2.947 and
t < -2.94'7 and t > 2.947 .


: 0.01, and d.f. : 16 - 1 :
to: 2.947. The rejection resi'


legislator's
and "last


difference,


rating, there uil,
year's" ratings. B-
the null and alte:


llt tiil lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllillllillllt rl







50


<1


-8


t+


l1


r5


50


a5


!8


\1
-,5


rl
-9


a3


1,1


4


6


8


24


6


-15
10


10
1a


- tL


6


-3
-5
12


-6
5


3


16


36


64


5'76


JO


225


100


100


144


36


9


25


1.44


36


25


9


JO


48


70


60


85


40


40


55


80


78


50


50


85


53


60


f
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Using the table at the left, you can calculate 7 and s7 as shown below'


: 3.3125


x 9.6191


The standardized test statistic is


d-pa


465itartti'l E.l


s, <?
12u


a 1/nto


sdl vn


3.3125 - 0


9.67e71y 1'6


x 7.369.


Use the l-test.


Assume Fd - 0.


The graph at the right shows the
location of the rejection region and the
standardized test statistic /. Because / is


not in the rejection region, you should
fail to reject the null hypothesis.


Interpretation At the 1% significance
level, there is not enough evidence to
conclude that the legislator's performance


rating has changed.


A medical researcher wants to determine whether a drug changes the body's


temperature. Seven test subjects are randomly selected, and the body


temperature (in degrees Fahrenheit) of each is measured. The subjects are then


given the drug and, after 20 minutes, the body temperature of each is measured


again. The results are listed below. At a : 0.05, is there enough evidence to


conclude that the drug changes the body's temperature? Assume the body


temperatures are normally distributed.


a. Identify the claim and state H0and H,.
b. Specify the level of significance a and the degrees of freedom d'f
c. Find the critical values and the rejection regions.


d. Cslculate d and s1.


e. (Jse the /-test to find the standardized test statistic /.


f. Decide whether to reject the null hypothesis. use a graph if necessary.


g. Interpret the decision in the context of the original claim'
Attswcr: fu,qt 415
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TESTING THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN PROPORTIONS


Two-Sample z-Test for the Difference Between Proportions


) Two-Sample z-Test for the Difference
Between Proportions


In this section, you will learn how to use a z-test to test the difference between
two population proportions p1 and p2 using a sample proportion from each
population. If a claim is about two population parameters p1 and p2, then some
possible pairs of null and alternative hypotheses are


and 
{fr,,',oo'r-l:


Regardless of which hypotheses you use, you always assume there is no difference
between the population proportions, or p1 : p2.


For instance, suppose you want to determine whether the proportion of
female college students who earn a bachelor's degree in four years is different
from the proportion of male college students who earn a bachelor's degree in
four years. The following conditions are necessary to use a z-test to test such a


difference.


1. The samples must be randomly selected.


2, The samples must be independent.


3. The samples must be large enough to use a normal sampling distribution.


Thatis, ntpt> 5,ntqt = 5,nzpz > 5, and nzez> 5.


If these conditions are met, then the sampling distribution for fiy - fir, the
difference between the sample proportions, is a normal distribution with mean


trb,-b,: Pr - P2


and standard error


f1 r)
PtQt PzQz


-T-.
ft1 lXt


Notice that you need to know the population proportions to calculate the
standard error. Because a hypothesis test for p1 - p2 is based on the assumption
that p1 : pz, \ou can calculate a weighted estimate of p1 and p2 using


Xr*Xr
P : 


-, 


whete xt: ntbt and x2: nzbz.' l1t -f ko


With the weighted estimate p, the standard error of the sampling distribution for
fu - bzis


IL
F4l_ +


\ /l I


Also observe that you need to know the population proportions in verifying that
the samples are large enough to be approximated by the normal distribution. But
when determining whether the z-test can be used for the difference between
proportions for a binomial experiment, you should use B in place of p1 and p2


and use Q inplace of qyand qy.
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Testing the Difference Between Proportions


Ino, ot: pr. IHo, ut - o,
\H o: p, + pr' \H o, p, , pr'


-:=€y T"*p
--t following symbols are used in
-: z-test for p1 - p2. See Sections
I i and 5.5 to review the binomial
: r'ibution.


O;-;:P1 v2 4 : r - p.
1\
- ,, wnere
nz/


Population
proportions


Number of
successes in
each sample


Size of each
sample


Sample
proportions
of successes


Weighted
estimate for
- ^-t -Pl ars y2
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Yes, at the 5% significance level. there
is enough evidence to support the
study's claim that there is a significant
difference in the use of alternative
medicines between men and women.


x11_ x2
P: . ancl- 114 t fl2


Note: zr1p, n1Q, n2p, and


4:r-
n2Q must be at least 5.


HYPOTHESIS TESTING WITH TWO SAMPLES


If the sampling distribution for bt- 0, is normal, you can use a two-samF$


z-test to test the difference between two population proportions p1 ard p2'


A two-sample e-test is used to test the difference between two population
proportions p1 and p2 when a sample is randomly selected from each


population. The test statistic is


b'- ?'
and the standardized test statistic is


G'r- td - @r- pr)


--( t 1\
pql--f-,- -\nr nz/


If the null hypothesis states p1 : Pz, Pt
assumed and the expression pt - Pz is equal


= pz, or Pt > Pz, then P1 : i: ft,


to 0 in the preceding test.


Using a Two-Sample z-Test for the Difference Between Proportions


1r= -{.r,s;#rufs


State Hs and Ho.


Identify a.


Use Table 4 in Appendix B.


x1I x2


- n7-tft2


Gt-b)-(Pt-P.


t
J.


4.


9*P E4''+ffifs


State the claim.Identify the null
and alternative hypotheses.


Specify the level of significance.


Determine the critical value(s).


Determine the rejection region(s).


Find the weighted estimate of
pland p2.


Find the standardized test statistic.


Make a decision to reject or fail to
reject the null hypothesis.


Interpret the decision in the context
of the orisinal claim.


/t 1\Dal-+-l- -\nr nz/


If z is in the rejection
region, reject Hs. Other-
wise, fail to reject l/e.


7.


To use P-values in a test for the difference between proportions, u-i.


same guidelines as above, skipping Steps 3 and 4. After finding the standa:


test statistic, use the Standard Normal Table to calculate the P-value. Thenreor r!orrrrtvt


a decision to reject or fail to reject the null hypothesis. If P is less than or.


, A study found a


='trF- difference in the


* adult men and
women who use alternative
medicines, such as herbal
medicines, massage, spiritual
healing, and acupuncture. In
the study, 400 randomly selected
women and 450 randomly
selected men were asked if they
had used at least one alternative
medicine therapy during the
past year. The results are shown
below. (Adapted from The Journal of the


American Medical Associatron)


At a a = 0.05, is there enough
evidence to support the claim
that there is a significant
dffirence in use of alternative
medicines between men and
women?


Use Alternative
Medicine Therapy


---1 \-
at,"} r\.i[v!)


to a, reject Hs. Otherwise fail to rciect Hy
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A Two-Sample z-Test for the Difference
Between Proportions


See TI-83/84 steps
on page 489.


Sample Statistics for
Internet Users


x1: n1P1 and


xz: nzfrz'
xy* xy


- ft1tft2


and


60+95
200 + 250


: ffi x 0.3444


In a study of 200 randomly selected adult female and 250 randomly selected


adult male Internet users, 307o of the females and 38% of the males said that


they plan to shop online at least once during the next month. At a : 0.10, test


the claim that there is a difference between the proportion of female and the


proportion of male Internet users who plan to shop online'


SOlUtiOn You want to determine whether there is a difference between the


proportions. So, the null and alternative hypotheses are


H6. pt : pz and H o: pt * p2. (.C\aim)


Because the test is two-tailed and the level of significance is a - 0.10,


the critical values are -Zs: -1.645 and zg:7.645. The rejection regions


are z < _1.645 and z > 1.645. The weighted estimate of the population


proportions is


4 : 1 - F : 1. - 0.3444 : 0.6ss6.


Because 200(0.3444), 200(0.6556), 250(0.3444), and 250(0.6556) are at least


5, you can use a two-sample z-test. The standardized test statistic is


(b' - b) - @' - pr) (0.30 - 0.38) - 0
- _1 1'7


/r 1\pql - + - I"\nr nz/


,1, 3


zo= 1'645


The graph at the left shows the location of the rejection regions and the


standirdized test statistic. Because z is in the rejection region, you should


decide to reject the null hypothesis.


Interpretation You have enough evidence at the 10% significance level to


"otr"lnd" 
that there is a difference between the proportion of female and the


proportion of male Internet users who plan to shop online.


consider the results of the I/YIS study discussed in the chapter opener. At
a : 0.05, is there a difference between the proportion of male high school


students who smoke cigarettes and the proportion of female high school students


who smoke cigarettes?


a. Identify the claim and state Hg and Ho.


b. Specify the level of significance a.
c. Finrl the critical values and identify the rejection regions.


d. FindB andQ.
e. Verify that n1p, nt4, nzP, and n2Q are at least five.


f. LIse the two-sample z-test to find the standardized test statistic z.


g. Decide whether to reject the null hypothesis.


h. Interpret the decision in the context of the original claim.


"ilr' .,. /, -
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Sample Statistics for
Cholesterol-Reducing


Medication


.:
.


To find P1 and P2 use


6,:!and
111


ATwo-Samptez-TestfortheDifferenceBetween
ProPortions
Amedicalresearchteamconductedastudytotesttheeffectofacholesterc'
reducing medication. At the end of the study, the researchers found that of t: '
4700 randomiy selected subjects who took the medication, 301 died of he-,:


disease. of th; 4300 randomly selected subjects who took a placebo, 357_ dr. -


ofheartdisease.Ata:0.0l,canyouconcludethatthedeathrateduetohe-':
disease is lower for those who took the medication than for those who took :. .


placebo? (t\dttlltcd fiont New' [:ttglatttl 'ltlttrltttl tl'f. !ilt'tlit'ittcl


solution You want to derermine whether the death rate due to h' '


itl""*-irl"*er for those who took the medication than for those who took ':


J ptacebo' So, the null and alternative hypotheses are


Ho: Pr > Pz and H o: Pt < P2. (C1aim)


Because the test is left-tailed and the level of significance is a : 0.01. .


critical value is zo: -2.33.The rejection region is z < -2'33' The weigl--


estimate of P1 and P2 is


xy-r x2 30] JE_: j9 
= 0.0731P: nl + nr: 4?00 + 4300 - g0o0 -'


aldQ:1-p:1-0.0731:0.9269'Because4700(0.0731),4700(0.9]-
4300i0.0731), and 4300(0 .g26g) arc at least 5, you can use a two-sample :-..


0r- b) - @'- Pr) (0.064-0.083) -o
t-l 1 I \


VP4\; 
* i)


Thegraphattheleftshowsthelocationoftherejectionregionanc
standardized test statistic. Because z is in the rejection region' you sh


decide to reject the null hypothesis'


Interpretation At the 1% significance level, there is enough eviden;.


"on.lrrd"thatthedeathrateduetoheartdiseaseislowerforthosewho'the medication than for those who took the placebo'


consider the results of the I/YTS study discussed in the chapter opene '


a : 0.05, can you conclude that the proportion of male high school stu--


whosmokecigarsisgreatelthantheproportionoffemalehighschoolstu-.
who smoke cigars?


a, Identify the claim and state Hsand Hn'


b. Specify the level of significance a '


". 
iina"in" critical value and identify the rejection region'


d. FindP andQ.
e. Veri.fy thal nyp, nt4, nzF, and n2Q are at least five'


f. Use" thetwo-sample z-teit to find the standardized test statistic z'


g. Decide whether to reject the null hypothesis'


ir, Interpret the decision in the context of the original claim'
;l ll.srt t'l l '


P2-
XZ


/'12


1-d=0.99


\
a0


-l u


.- - ,41nn
rI) - 


aJvv


x2: 357


i2 : 0.083


nr: 4700


xr : 301


i1 : 0.064
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Table 5- f-Distribution


Level of
confidence, c 0.50 0.80 0.90 0.9s 0.98 0.99


One tail, a 0.25 0.10 0.05 0.02s
Two tails, a 0.50 0.10 0.ot


1


Iz
3


+


5
): O,.


7
R:: tY
9


, tn
II


lz
l{


1'4


15


lo
17
lgl
lv


-r 20
21


22


23


24
25


20


27


28


29
oo


3.078 6.314 12.706 3"1.821 63.657
' 1 356'i'l, i. - :2.920.r, 4.3Q3 i.,, r r6.96i5'r'.,,i 9.9.25r:i


1.638 2.353 3.182 4.541 5.84i


,if,sc*,,:. ):r.3 2-, : .,. i"7i,6, i.jAj;;+,:+iii ;,::.,


1.476 2.0 t5 2.571 3.365 4.032


,7':44,A;.,,',','1.g):4!=,,,',Z:,Adl:.li:::t:.i:4$!:r.1,.3.;7W:,.
1.415 1.895 2.365 2.998 3.499


',":'i:g9l:-.::tri6Q;:,::2i jo.'gE.tf;9."ij.6:,,,,#3,j55;i.r


1.383 1.833 2.262 2.821 3.250


,,1'1'379:....'. . i .'gi i..,-., :,,r'.528:-i:: fi:64t::,t:1i6 i:.:";:


1 .363 1.796 2.201 2.718 - 3.106


", J356,.::-'l.z'95:,.,'i;il9'-;ii-ibtj., €Q55ir'
1.350 1.77',t 2.160 2.650 3.012


,, i'345,.,, I .i'6i:.,,.,',, 2l, {i.;.., 2i6:1t;,' ::,,' z.Ili,,t .


1.341 1.753 2.131 -2.602 2.947
"t.337 1.746 2J20 2.583 .2..921
1.333 1.740 2.110 2.567 2.898
i 33!i,, 1: i,5+::,.: 7.i:$;..,,., ::,'' 2 :552.::.r,i ts7q;ri r.
1.328 1.729 2.093 2.539 2.861


il32S:,,. t'"ii+,,, i,ffi,.,,t't:s,:iq, 2jA45:,,:
1 .323 1 .721 2.080 2.5 1 8 2.831


1'.321.:. : 1;7A:V:.' 2t.0f4'. :1 ,2.50ii.,:,F,2.4t19 .,.. -


1 .31 9 1 .714 2.069 2.500 2.807


1.31,8, 1.71'1.,,, 2..06iA,',:, 2.,+9z:,;,,:, z.zgl,
1.316 1.708, 2.060 2.485 2.787


1315 : 1.7'A6, 2.9S6.:., 2.472",,. 2.Zl$ ,


13{4 1.703 2.0s2 2.473 2.771


1.313 1.701 2.048 2.467 2.i63
1 .3 1 1 1 .699 2.045 2.462 2,7 56


1.282 1.645 1.96n 2326 2.s76


Adapted from W H. Beyer. Handbook of Tables of Probability and Statistics,2e,


CRC Press, Boca Raton, Florida, 1986. Reprinted with permission.


Left-tailed test Right-tailed test
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:, lndePendent because different
individuals were samPled'


9, lndependent because different
boats were samPled


'J. DePendent because the same


cars were samPled'


".1 . Dependent because the same


tire sets were samPled'


'2. DePendent because the same


peoPle are sa4pled 
,


': (a) 2 X,-.Y:''
(b) 7.60


(c) In the rejection regron'


(d) Reject He. At the 5%


significance level, there is


enough evidence to re1ect


'A


'5. (a) 30


(b) 1.84


(c) Not in the rejection reglon


(d) Fail to reject Ho. At the 1 %


signif icance level, there is


not enough evidence to
suPport the clalm'


16. (a) 109


(b) 5.2e


(c) ln the rejection region'


(d) Reject H6. At the 3%


significance level, there is


enough evidence to re1ect


the claim.


1 7. Fail to reject H6. At the 1 %


signif icance level, there is not


enough evidence to suPPort


the claim.


18. Reject Ho. Atthe 5%


signif icance level, there is


enough evidence to support


the claim.


(a)


(b)


(c)


(d)


the claim. , t


J _ !^ ,l''
10 zr,


-2.89
Not in the rejection reglon'


Fail to reject H6. At the '1 0%


significance level, there ts


not enough erridence to
support the claim.


?''\ \2t'!['\4'21"3q'
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0.05. Sample statistics: -1 : 16, sr : 1'1' nl : 50 and


=50
I i'* --


44t1- '': ' -


In Exercises 13-16, (a) finct the test statistic' (b) fintt the standardized test stqtistic'
-frfirria, 


whether'the" standardized test statistic is in the reiection region' and,


(r1)rlecidewhetheryoushouldrejectclrfaittorejectthenullhypothesis,The
samples are randont and independent'


is. ctui*' ttt: Fz, a:
"' 72: 14, sz: 7'5, nz


14. Claim:
and x2


Claim:
and -2


lr11) Fz, a :0.10. SamPle
: 510, 'i2 : 15, nz: 15


14 1Fz, a:0.01. SamPle
: 1195, s2 : 105, nz: 105


FIGURE FOR EXERCISE 14


statistics: ir : 500, 11 : 30, nr : 100


statistics: h : 1225, \: 15, n1-- 35


-, /.t -r o I I i
- -_? tl.0 -


FIGURE FOR EXERCISE 15


16. Claim: Ft { Fz, a :
and72: 4895, sz :


In Exercises 17 and 18, use the given sample


difference between two population means


significance a.


17. Claim: Ft ) Fz, a : 0'01' Statistics: 11


7z: 5'5, sz : 0'3 , n2: 37


18. Claim: ltt * ltz, a : 0'05' Statistics: x1


;.2: 45, sz : 5.5, nz: 60


-3-2-t 0 1lz 3


:n= 1 88


FIGURE FOR EXERCISE 16


0.03. Sample statistics: xr : 5004, s1 : 136' \: 144


21.5, n2: 156


statistics to test the claim about the


1,r,1 ancl p'2 at the given level o.f


: 5.2, s1 : 0.2, nt: 45 and


: 52, st: 2.5, nt: 70 and


r Lj:=;i E=# {eF=# E r=€{::-i"i3+"+.{; g={= {+e=*'*g::es


Testing the Difference Between Two Means In Erercises 19--32'


(a) identify the cLaim and state Hg and H,' (b) ttse Table 4 in App.endix B to 'find


the critical value(s) antl identify the rejection region(s)' (c) find 
-t.h.e 


standu'dized


test statistic z. (d) ctecide whether to reiect or fait to reiect t-he null hypothesis' and
'1"1 


irrrrprr, tie clecision in the contixt of the original claim' If convenient' use


technology to solve the problem, In each exercise, assume the samples are randonlll'


selectetli'nd that the samples are independent'


.i -r r o t /z l
r^a - -lO/-20=-l.L)O l0= I Yn


FIGURE FOR EXERCISE 13


23
zo'= 1.28
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19. (a) The claim is "the mean
braking distance is different
for the two types of tires."


Ho: pt - ltz;
Hu'. ttt f pz (claim)


(b) zo - -1.645, z6: 1.645


Rejection regions:
z<-1.645,2>1.645


(c) 2.786


(d) Reject Hc,.


(e) At the 10% signiflcance
level, there is sufficient
evidence to support the
safety engineer's claim that
the mean braking distance
is different for the two types
of tires.


20. 5ee Selected Answers, page 4110.


21. (a) The claim is "Model As
repair costs are lower than
Model B's."


H6: P1 z 1tr;
Hu'. ttt { pz (claim)


(b) zo - -2.33;
Rejection region: z < 2.33


(c) - 1 .54


(d) Fail to reject H6


(e) No, at the 'l % signif icance
level, there is insufficient
evidence to conclude that
the repair costs for Model A
are lower than for Model B.


22. 5ee Selected Answers, page 4110.


23" (a) The claim is "mLle and
femaie high school students
har-re squtl ACT scores'"


Ho'. ltt :7-r2 (claim);
Hu: pL1 + 1;'2


(b) Zo: 2.575, zs - 2"575


Rejection regions:
z<-2.575,2>2.575


(c) 0.202


(d) Fail to reject Hi,.


(e) At ihe 1% signif icance level,
there is insufficient evidence
to reject the claim that nrale
and female high school
students have equal ACT
5CO re5.


24. The claim is "high school students
in a college prep program have
higher ACT scores than those in
a Eeneral program."


(a) H6: LL1 = tL2:
Hu'. pt,,-' A2 (claim)


7t= 42feet 7z= 45 feet
st = 4.7 feet sz= 4.3 feet


FIGURE FOR EXERCISE 19


fr = 55 feet f: = 5l feet


sr = 5.3 feet sz= 4.9 feet


FIGURE FOR EXERCISE 20


ft = $S0 x: = $60


sl =Sl0 s:=$18


FIGURE FOR EXERCISE 22


\'19.1 Braking Distances A safety engineer records the braking distances of tv'
\-/ types of tires. Each randomly selected sample has 35 tires. The results of t:,.


tests are shown in the figure. At a : 0.10, can the engineer support the cla:-
that the mean braking distance is different for the two types of tire.
( Aclanted fi'ont Constrnter Raports )


Iype A Rpe B Rpe c Type D


w,w,
20. Braking Distances To compare the braking distances for two types of ti. .


a safety engineer conducts 50 braking tests for each of the two tr:.
of tires. The results of the tests are shown in the figure. At a : 0.10, can . - ,


engineer support the claim that the mean braking distance for Type C
greater than the mean braking distance for Type D? (Atluptetl .fntnt Cc.tn'


Reprtrts 1


21. Repair Costs: Microwave Ovens You want to buy a microwave oven j' -


will choose Model A if its repair costs are lower than Model B's. You rese;:- "


the repair costs of 47 Model A ovens and 55 Model B ovens. The results of r -
research are shown in the figure. At a : 0.01 , would you buy Model .-


(Adapted t'i'cttrt CortsLtttteI Reports )


rvroaer J- Modet B ,{
Model A Model B


Isffi
rr = $75 xz = $80


s1 = $12.50 sz = $20


FIGURE FOR EXERCISE 21


22. Repair Costs: Vacuum Cleaners You want to buy a vacuum cleaner. a: -
salesperson tells you the repair costs for ModelA and Model B are ec-.
You research the repair costs of 34 Model A vacuum cleaners and 46 \1- -,
B vacuum cleaners. The results of your research are shown in the figur. -


a:0.01 . can you reject the salesperson's claim? (Aduptetl .fntnt Coi


Reports l


23. ACT Scores The mean ACT score for 43 male high school students is -
and the standard deviation is 5.0. The mean ACT score for 56 female : -
school students is 20.9 and the standard deviation is 4.7. At a : 0.01. -.
you reject the claim that male and female high school students have ;,-.
ACT scores? (;ldupted {ntnt AC'I'Ittt.)







n Y


(b) zo - 1.28


Rejectlon region: z .> 'r.28


(c) 2.07


(d) Reject Ho.


(e) At the 10% significance levei,
there is sufficient evidence
to support the guidance
counselor's claim that the
ACT scores are higher for
high school students in a


college prep program.


25" (a) The claim is "the mean daily
lodging cost for a famiiy
traveling in North Caroiina
is the same as in South
Carolina."


Ho: p.t - pz (claim);
H"'. 1t1 * 1t2


(b) -zo - -i.645, zo : 1.645


Rejection regions:
z<-1.645,2>1.645


(c) 0.91 9


(l) Fail to reject Hs.


(e) At the 10% significance
level, there is insufficient
evidence to reject the travel
association's claim thai the
lodging cost for a family
traveling in North Carolina is


the same as in South Carolina.


26. See Selected Answers, page A110.


27. (a) The claim is "the mean daily
lodging cost for a family
traveling in North Carolina
is the same as in South
Ca ro lin a. "


Ho: Ft : pr2 (clairn);
Hu'. ttt I tL-z


(b) -zo - -1.645, zs - 1.645


Rejection regions:
z < 1.645, z:, 1.645


(c) 1.342


(d) rail to reject H6


(e) At the 109,/o signif icance
ievel, there is insufficient
evidence to re1ect the travel
association's claim that the
lodging cost for a family
traveling in North Carolina is


the same as in South Carolina.


The new samples do not iead
to a different eonclusion.


28. See Selected Answers, page A110.


29. 5ee Odd Answers. page A82.
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24. ACT Scores A guidance counselor claims that high school students in a


college prep program have higher ACT scores than those in a general
program. The mean ACT score for 49 high school students who are in a


college prep program is 222 and the standard deviation is 4.8. The mean
ACT score for 44 high school students who are in a general program is 20.0


and the standard deviation is 5.4. At a : 0,10, can you support the guidance
counselor's claim? (Arlttprctl .li'o,itr Ai'!' {rtt.)


25. Lodging Costs A travel association says that the mean daily lodging cost
for a family traveling in North Carolina is the same as in South Carolina.
The mean daily lodging cost for 35 families traveling in North Carolina is
$131 and the standard deviation is $26.The mean daily lodging cost for 35


families traveling in South Carolina is $136 and the standard deviation is


$19. At a : 0.10, is there enough evidence to reject the travel association's
claim? (.t\dtptcrl .fi'ottt lltc tlrrttricutt '\ttiortioltilc AssotitLtiott)


26. Money Spent Eating Out A restaurant association says that households in
the United States headed by people under the age of 25 spend less on food
away from home than households headed by people ages 55-64. The mean
amount spent by 30 households headed by people under the age of 25 is
$2015 and the standard deviation is $113. The mean amount spent by 30


households headed by people ages 55-64 is $2715 and the standard deviation
is $97. At a : 0.05, can you support the restaurant association's claim?
l Atloptad .li'otrt IJttrt,uLt o.i Lul:ot S'tuti.\ti(s )


27. Lodging Costs Refer to Exercise 25. Two more samples are taken, one from
North Carolina and one from South Carolina. For 50 families traveling in
North Carolina, x1 : $145 and s1 : $ZS. For 50 families traveling in South
Carolina, t2 : $138 and s2 : 824.IJse a : 0.10. Do the new samples lead
to a different conclusion?


28. Money Spent Eating Out Refer to Exercise 26. Two more samples are


taken, one from each age group. For 40 households headed by people under
the age of 25,71: $2130 and s1 : $12+. For 40 households headed by
people ages 55-64. x2 - $2655 and s2 : $116. lJse a :0.05. Do the new
samples lead to a different conclusion?


' {',i29:, Watching More TV? A sociologist claims that children ages 6-17 spent
.-" more time watching television in 1981 than children ages 6-17 do todav.


A study was conducted in 1981 to find the time that children ages 6-17
watched television on weekdays. The results (in hours per weekdar') are


shown below.


2.1 2.3 2.r 1.6 2.6 2.7 2.1 2.4
1.5 1.1 2.7 2.3 2.5 3.3 2.2 2.9


2.4 2.2 I.2 3.0 1.0 2.1 1.9 2.2


Recently, a similar study was conducted. The results are shown below.


2.9 1.8 0.9 1.6 2.0 7.1 2.5 1.1 1.6 2.0


1.4 7.7 1.7 1.9 r.6 1.1 1.2 2.0 2.6 1.6


1.5 2.5 1.6 2.7 1.1 1.8 1.1 1.4 7.2 2.3


At a:0.025, can you support the sociologist's claim? (Atluitrttl .li'ottt
Uirllririr.i' o.i ,)f itlriguit.\ ii!.\iii!!t( irl; \i;tiitl ilt.tt'itr, i:t


2.0 2.5


2.1 2.7


1.5 7.9







re.


34.


35.


They are equivalent through
algebraic maniPulation of the
equatlon.
p1 > lt2- tL1 Fz > Q


Ho:ltt- trz: 9(claim);
Hu'. Irt - ttz * 9


Fail to reject He. At the 1 %


signif icance level, there is not
enough evidence to reject the
claim that children sPend t hours


a week more in daY care or
preschool.


36. Hn: pt - tl"z: -2 (claim);


Hui &t p2 # -2
Fail to reject Hs. At the 5%


significance level, there is not
enough evidence to reject the
claim that the mean tlme Per
week children ages 6-8 watch
television is 2 hours less than
that of children ages 9-1 1.


37. Hn: p1 - p2 < 6000;
Hut ttt - p2 > 6000 (claim)


Fail to reject H6. At the 'l 0%


signif icance level, there is not
enough evidence to suPPort


the claim that the difference
in mean annual salaries of
statisticians in Massachusetts
and North Carolina is more
than $6000.


!E. He: Ft - ttz ' 30,000;
Hui pt - p2 > 30,000 (claim)


Fail to reject H6. At the 5%


significance level, there is


insuff icient evidence to suPPort


the claim that the difference in


mean annual salaries is greater
than $30,000.
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34. Getting at the concept Explain why the null hypothesis 11s: pt > ttz is


equivaient to the null hypothesis H o" ltt - Fz > 0 '


I ffist**#$r*# {#Er{#Fqs


TeSting a Difference Other Than ZerO Sometimes a researcher is


interestid in testing a difference in means other than zero. For instance, you may


want to cletermine if chiirtre, today spend an average of t houts a week more in


day care (or preschool) than children did20 years ago. In Exercises 35-38,youwill


test the aiyeience between two means using a null hypothesis of H 6: Ft - Fz : k,


Ho'. ltt -'"p2 > k, or Hs: Ft - ttz'< k. The formula for the z-test is still


/\lxr-xz) -\ltt-ltz) where oirit: @=
\",- ",At. 


=^


35. Time in Day Care or Preschool In 1981, a study of 70 randomly selected


children (under 3 years old) found that the mean length of time spent in day


care or pieschool per week was 11.5 hours with a standard deviation of 3'8


hours. A recent study of 65 randomly selected children (under 3 years old)


found that the mean length of time spent in day care or preschool per week


was 20 hours and the standard deviation was 6.7 hours. At a : 0.01, test the


claim that children spend t hours a week more in day c'are or preschool today


than they did in 198^1. (Atlaptetl .frorn Unit,ersitl'of it4ithigatt's InstitLtte .f'rtr Srtt:iul


Researclt )


36. Time Watching TV A recent study of 48 randomly selected children (ages


6-8) found that the mean length of time spent watching television each week


was 12.95 hours and the standard deviation was 4.31 hours. The mean time 56


randomly selected children (ages 9-11) watched television each week was


15.02 hours and the standard deviation was 4.99 hours. At a : 0.05, test the


claim that the mean time per week children ages 6-8 watch television is 2


hours less than that of ihildren ages 9-11. (Atlu?tterl .t'rottt L'ttivt15l11 "/
\4itltty,ttt': Itt.s!ittttr' fot S',t inI Rr'rt,ttt /t I


tz.,]s,urir,i"ian Salaries Is the difference between the mean annual salaries of


. ,' statisticians in Massachusetts and North Carolina more than $6000? To


decide, you select a random sample of statisticians from each state. The


results of each survey are shown in the figure . At a : 0.10, what should you


conclude? lAdapted Ji'om Ame ricu's ()Lrreer lrt.fiti't"et1


Statisticians in
Massachusetts


tr = $67,900
s1 = $8875
nt=45


38.PhotographerandComputerProgrammersalariesAta:0.05,testthe
claim thit the difference between the mean salary for computer


ploglammersandthemeansalaryforphotographersinWisconsinisgreater
ittu" $:O,OO0. The results of a survey of randomly selected computer


programmersandphotographersinWisconsinareshowninthefigure.
( A tlrt o tt: d [i' o nt An t e r i t: n's C u r e e r I r t.lb N e t )


Computer Programmers Photographers in
Wisconstn


Statisticians in
Nofth Carolina


tz = $64'000
s2 = $9i75
nz= 42


r - q)7 ?nO
^2 - *'' ','""
s2 = $3200
nz= 33


in Wisconsin


tr = $54,900
s1 = $8250
nt=3I
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EXERCISES


HYPOTHESIS TESTING


g-1
WITH TWO SAMPLES


F*r *eFr+


1. State hypotheses and identify
the claim. Specify the level of
significance. Determine the
degrees of freedom. Find the
critical value(s) and identify the
rejection region(s). Find the
standardized test statistic. Make
a decision and interpret in the
context of the original claim.


2. (1) The samples must randomly
selected.


(2) The samples must be
i ndependent.


Each population must have a
normal distribution.


fo: 1714,to:1.714


-fo - -1.812, to - 1.812


to: 2.485 (b) ta: 2.118


to: 2.014


ro : 2.306


-ro : 1.960, ro


-ro: 2.101 , ta


ta : 1.729 (b)


to : 1.363


ro - 1.638


to - -2.771' to : 2.111


to - -3.106, to : 3.106


to - 2.921 (b) ro : 3.707


1.8 (b) -1.1ee
Not in the rejection region


Fail to reject H6.


o.o4 (b) 0.331


Not in the rejection region.


Fail to reject He.


I
1.


i. ,:
**:€#ie=g ffi+si* *kiEEs #e=# ?"*****l=rg
Explain how to perform a two-sample /-test for the difference between i:
means of two populations.


2. What conditions are necessary in order to use a /-test to test the differen:.
between two population means?


In Exercises 3-10, use Table 5 in Appendix B to find the critical value(s) for :i ,


indicated alternative hypothesis, level of significance a, and sample sizes n, a''
n2. Assume that the samples are independent, normal, and random and that:;'.
population variances are (a) equal and (b) not equal.


3. H;. ltt * pz, a : 0.10, ny: 1-7,n2 - 74


4. Ho: Ft )> ltz, a : 0.01, n1 : 12,n2: 15


5. Ho: Ft I pz, a : 0.025,n1 : 1-5,n2: 9


6. Ho: Ft * pz, a : 0.05, n1 - 19,n2: 22


7. H;. Ft ) Fz, a : 0.05, n1 : 13,n2: 8


8. H;. Ft 1Fz, a:0.10, ht:9,n2:4
9. Ho'. Ft * Fz, a : 0.01, n1 - 72, nz: IJ


10. Ho'. Ft ) pz, a : 0.005, h1. - 1,nz: 71


In Exercises 1l-14,


(a) find the test statistic.


(b) find the standardized test statistic,


(c) decide whether the standardized test statistic is in the reiection region.


nt : 70 andi2: 35.5, s2 : 2.2, nz : J


Assume f:: '3: ,iuriZci


12. Hs: Ft 2 Fz, a : 0.10


Sample statistics: 7r : 0.515, s1 : 0.305,


n1 : 1'I and72: 0.4"15, s2: 0.275,n2: 9


Assume oi : o3. 
Q \. ,t


Ho: &tsp2,a:0.05
Sample statistics: i1 : 2250, s1 : 175,
nt : 13 andi2 : 2305, s2 : 52, nz : 70


Assume ol + ol. 11,\ CT\,(\[L\


(3)


3. (a)


(b)


4. (a)


s. (a)


(b)


6. (a)


(b)


7. (a)


8. (a)


(b)


9. (a)


(b)


10. (a)


11. (a)


(c)


(d)


12. (a)


(c)


(d)


- '1.960


- 2.101


to : 1.895


2


1


3


833


b







-B


1A


t.:


(a) -55 (b) -1.073
(c) Not in the rejection region'


(d) Fail to reject Ho.


(a) s (b) -4-025
(c) Not in the rejection region.


(d) Fail to reject H6.


(a) The claim is "the mean
footwell intrusions for small
and midsize cars are equal."


Ha'. lt t - 7'l 2 (cla im);
Hu: p1 * pt2


(b) -ro : -1.103, to: 1.703


Rejection regions:
t< 1.703,t>1.103


(c) 1.117 (d) Failto reject He


(e) At the 10% significance
level, there is not enough
evidence to reject the
insurance actuarY's claim
that the mean footwell
intrusions for small and
midsize cars are equal.


-16. (a) The claim is "the mean
footwell intrusions for small
pickuPs and small sPort
utility vehicles are equal."


H6i 1:.1 
: pr2 (claim);


Hu'. 1-t1 I 1:-2


(b) ro: 2.2A1,h-2.201
Rejection regions:
t<-2.2Q1,t>2.201


(c) 0.120 (d) Fail to reject H6.


(e) At the 5% signif icance level,


there is not enough evidence
to reject the claim that the
mean footwell intrusion for
small pickuPs and small sPort


utility vehicles are equal.


i7. (a) The claim is "the mean
bumPer rePair cost is less


for small cars than it is for
midsize cars."


Hoi Lrt > t;'z;
Hu" P1 '1 rrz (claim)


(b) ro - -1.282;
Rejection region: t< 1.282


(c) 3.962 (d) Reject Ho.


(e) At the 10% signif icance
level, there is enough
evidence to suPport the
claim that the mean bumPer
repair cost is less for small
cars than it is for midsize cars.


'8. See Selected Answers, Page A110.
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14. Hg: &t 3 Fz, a : 0.01


Sample statistics: \ : 45, s1 : 4.8,


\ : 16 and72: 50, s2 : 1'2, nz: 14


Assume ol + o).


r E-f 
= 


i := g * re # € s=€+ 
=" 


F fl+.ii r= + {;.+ e= *=* 
F'fr 


=:


Testing the Difference Between Two Means In Exercises 15-21'


(a) identfu the claim and state Hs ancl H,, (b) find the critical value(s) and identify


the rejection region(s), (c) flnd the stqndardized test statistic, (d) decide whether to


rejeci or fail ti reject the null hypothesis, and (e) interpret the decision in the


cintext oi the original claim. If convenient, use technology to solve the problent ln


ffi exeicise, assume the populations have approximately normal distributions'


ftr5. lFootwell Intrusion An insurance actuary claims that the mean footwell
\-/ intrusions for small and midsize cars are equal. Crash tests at 40 miles per


hour were performed on 12 randomly selected small cars and 17 randomly


selected midsize cars. The amount that the footwell intruded on the driver's


legs was measured. The mean footwell intrusion for the small cars was 10.1


centimeters with a standard deviation of 4.11 centimeters. The mean footwell


intrusion for the midsize cars was 8.3 centimeters with a standard deviation


of 4.02 centimeters. At a:0.10, can you reject the insurance actuary's


claim? Assume the population variances are equal. (Adupted .frrtrtt lt'tsurattct'


I rrstilLte br Higlttl.'ut' Su l et,t' 1


16. Footwell Intrusion The footwell intrusions for small pickups and small


sport utility vehicles in several clash tests at 40 miles per hour were


ctmpared. For the 5 randomly selected pickups that were clashed, the


mean footwell intrusion was 11.0 centimeters with a standard deviation of


4.07 centimeters. For the 8 randomly selected small sport utility vehicles


that were crashed, the mean footwell intrusion was 10.6 centimeters with a


standard deviation of 6.62 centimeters. At a :0.05, can you reject the


claim that the mean footwell intrusions for these vehicle types are equal?


Assume the population variances are equal. (Arlultted f'r'ortl Ittst!tLltt(c ltt:tit '.,
for t! i ghv,av Stt fetl' 1


17. Repair costs: Bumpers In crash tests at 5 miles per hour, the mean bumper


,"pui, cost for 14 randomly selected small cars is $473 with a standard


deiiation of g1g0. In similar tests of 23 randomly selected midsize cars. the


mean bumper repair cost is $741 with a standard deviation of $205. At
a:0.10, -un yo, conclude that the mean bumper repair cost is less for


small cars than it is for midsize cars? Assume that the population variances


are equal. (Atlupted fiotrt lttsurttnce Ittstiltttt' .l'or lliglntal, sc/ctr I


18. Repair Costs: Bumpers Crash tests at 5 miles per hour were performed on


5 randomly selected small pickups and 8 randomly selected smail sport utility


vehicles. For the small pickups, the mean bumper repair cost was $1090 and the


standard deviation was $403. For the small sport utility vehicles, the mean


bumper repair cost was $485 and the standard deviation was $382. At
a : 0.10, can you conclude that the mean bumper repair cost is greater for


small pickups than for small sport utility vehicles? Assume the population


variances are equal. (Aduptad .from Irtsru'nntt' !rtstitLttc .fttr Higlttt'ut Suft:tt')







n


:r to: 1.350


Rejection region: t > 1"350


: 3.429 (d) Reject Ho'


:) At the I0% signlficance
level, there is enougn
evidence to suPPort the
claim that the exPerimental
method Produces steel with
a greater mean tensile
strength and to recommend
using the experimental
method.


a) The claim is "the new
method of teaching reading
produces higher reading test


scores than the old
method."


Hoi ttt =- ttz)
Hu: pt 1p2 (claim)


(b) ro : -1.282;
Rejection region: t < -1'282


(c) 4.295


(d) Reject Ho.


(e) At the 10% significance
level, there is enough
evidence to suPPort the
claim that the new method


of teaching reading


Produces higher reading test


scores than the old method


and to recommend changing


to the new method'


:+. (a) The claim is "the mean


science test score is lower for
students taught using the
traditional lab method than
it is for students taught
using the interacttve
simulation software "


Ho" l'l-t > ltz'
Hu" ttt 1P2 (claim)


(b) to : -1.645
Rejection region: t < -1'645


(c) -1.721 (d) Reject Ho'


(e) At the 5% significance level'


there is enough evidence to
suPport the claim that the
mean science test score ls


lower for students taught
using the traditional lab


method than it is for
students taught using the
i nteractive si mulation
software"


fl
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Teaching Methods A new method of teaching reading is- being tested on


il"tt;;;" students. A group of randomly selected third grade students


is taught using the n.wi'r'iculum' A contiol group of randomly selected


ifrirA ?r"a" si.rdents is taughr using.the. old curriculum. The reading test


scores of the two groups aie shown in the stem-and-leaf plot'


Old Curriculum New Curriculum


Ata:0.l0,isthereenoughevidencetoconcludethatthenewmethod
of teaching t"uJi"g p'odu'"e' higher reading test scores than the old


method does'/ Would you recommend changing to the new method


does? Assume the population variances are equal'


*!,, 24. Teaching Methods Two teaching methods and their effects on science


test scores are being reviewed. A randomly selected.group of students is


taughtintraditiona-llabsessions.Asecondrandomlyselectedgroupof
,studentsistaughtusinginteractivesimulationsoftware.Thesciencetest


scores of the tio g'ouft are shown in the stem-and-leaf plot'


9


99


9884332t
7 6 422100


3


A


5


o
,7


8


Key:


3 9\+ : +O (old curriculum)


Z 4 43 : 43 (new curriculum)


01,1.47't777899
07123349
24


Ttaditional Lab Interactive Simulation Software


(71 -x2'1 -r,o lttt-pz<(h-1)+t,G


4 | 6l KeY:


9988 7 66321'0ltl o+ss77 8 0ll: lo(traditional)


98s11100 I tl o 03478899 911 : 91(interactive)


20lel 13e


At a : 0.05, can you support the claim that the mean science test score


is lower tor stuaents turrit t using the traditional lab method than it is for


students t""gh;;;i;; if" irrt"tu'"tive simulation software? Assume the


PoPulation variances are equal'


I Hxt*r:ding e*nc*Pts


Constructing Confidence Intervals for F'r - ltz If the sampling


distribution for x1 - *, it oppro*imated by a t-distribution and the populations


have equal variances' you can construct a confidence interval for W - ttz by using


the following.


-)


where o - rf(nt - 
I)si + \nz - rvz 


and d.f. : nt T nz - 2


\ ntlnz-2
InExercises25and26,constrwctaconfidenceintervqlfo,t,l-l'2.ASSumethe
populations are approximately normal with equal variances'
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25.24{pt-pz<36
26.3<Ft-Fz<7
27. 3 <. p1 ttz t- J


28. 1<Ft-ttz<.3


HYPOTHESIS TESTING WITH TWO SAMPLES


F\
\\25. jCalories In a study of various fast foods, you find that the mean calori.
\--l content of 15 grilled chicken sandwiches from Burger King is -r : 4<


calories with a standard deviation of s1 : 6.2 calories. You also find that th=


mean calorie content of 12 similar grilled chicken sandwiches fror:
McDonald's is 72:420 calories with a standard deviation of s, : 3.-


calories. Construct a 95"/. confidence interval for the difference in mea:
calorie content of grilled chicken sandwiches. (Adaprad li't.ttrt [3ttr'gcr K


Bruttds, Ittc. untl XIL DttttuId's Crtrporutittn)


26. Protein A nutritionist wants to compare the mean protein content r
grilled chicken sandwiches from Burger King and McDonald's. To do so, sh..


randomly selects several grilled chicken sandwiches from each restaurar'
and measures the protein content (in grams) of each.The results are liste:
below. Construct a 95"/o confidence interval for the difference in mea.
protein content of grilled chicken sandwiches. (Aduptcd fiottt Rttrgar It
lJ r un rl.s. I t t t. u tt d Il t' D o t r a I d'.s C' r t r t t r t r t I i tt t t )


Constructing Confidence Intervals for p.r - pz If the samplir
distribution for 71 - 72 is approximated by a t-distribution and the populati,'
variances are not equa| you can construct a confidence interval for pt - lt: '
using the following.


-uzllij-i2)+tc


and d.f. is the smaller of n1 - I or nz - L


In Exercises 27 and 28, construct the indicated confidence interval fo, t"r - t-_


7-Assume the populations are approximately normal with unequal varisnces.
l/
\[ ZZ. Cholesterol To compare the mean cholesterol content (in milligrams) -


\ grilled chicken sandwiches from from Burger King and McDonald's, r',- -


randomly select several grilled chicken sandwiches from each restaurant a::
measure their cholesterol contents. The results are listed below. Construc: .


90% confidence interval for the difference in mean cholesterol content ,


grilled chicken sandwiches. (tldupred.fi'ont Bttrgct'I{ittg Bruttrl.s, lttt.
.)l t D r ttttr Itl s (' o r1tt t rulitt tt 1


Carbohydrates A study of fast food finds that the mean carbohydra:,
content of 16 grilled chicken sandwiches from Burger King is -r: -':
grams with a standard deviation of s1 : 2.57 grams. The study also fin:'
that the mean carbohydrate content of 14 grilled chicken sandwich.
from McDonald's is iz: 51 grams with a standard deviation of s2 : 1 -::
grams. Construct a 90"/" confidence interval for the difference in me .-
carbohydrate content. (t\tluptcd ft'ont Btrrgcr l{ittg Brattd.s. Ittr'. utttl iltcDot:
Crtntrtruliort )


r


i:


i


Burger King Y. : t/ orzmq.'l c, - 7 1 orqms


s. : I R srams


^2
l={ut


t't.2


T.:75mo,-1Burger King


s.:?17mo


brt


28.
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EXERCISES q


F*r 
f,.,.ryg==+


rwystqggig@ ;


(1) Each sample must be
randomly selected from
a normal population.


(2) Each member of the f irst
sample must be paired with
a member of the second
sample.


The symbol d represents the
mean of the differences
between the paired data entries
in the dependent samples.


The symbol so, represents the
standard deviation of the
differences between the paired
data entries in the dependent
sa m pres.


Left-tailed test; Fail to reject H0.


Two-tailed test; Fail to reject He.


Right-tailed test; Reject H6.


Right-tailed test; Reject Ho.


Left-tailed test; Reject He.


Two-tailed test; Fail to reject H6.


(a) The claim is "the students'
critical reading SAT scores
improved the second time
they took the SAT."
Ho'. l'ra =- 0:
Hu:p4-0(claim)


(b) to : 2.650;
Rejectionregion: f < 2.650


(c) d = 33.114; sa = 42.034
(d) -:.OOt (e) Reject H6.


(f ) At the 1 ozo significance tevet,
there is enough evidence to
support the claim that the
students' critical reading SAT
scores improved the second
time they took the 5AT.


T


1.


T\


*e*i**emg **si* €k+E*= #ffi# EF*'J**==i*ry
What conditions are necessary in order to use the dependent sample,
/-test for the mean of the difference of two populations?


Explain what the symbols d and s7 represent.


In Exercises 3-& test the claim about the mean of the difference of n,,


populations. Use a t-test for dependent, random samples at the given level -


significance with the given statistics. Is the test right-tailed, leftlailed, or two-taile,:
Assume the populations qre normally distributed.


3. Claim: Fa < 0.4 :0.05. Statistics: a : l.S.sa:3.2.n: L4


4. Claim: Fa:0,a : 0.01. Statistics: d :3.2,s4 : g.{J,4 : 3


5. Claim: Fa < 0,a : 0.10. Statistics: d : 6.5,sa : 9.54,n : 1,6


6. Claim: Fa) 0,a : 0.05. Statistics: a :0.55,s1:0.99,n:28


7. Claim: Fa> 0,a : 0.01. Statistics: a : -Z.Z,s4: L.2,n:15
8. Claim: pa * 0,a : 0.10. Statistics: d : -t,s4:2]5,n:20


r #*+r=g #*# Es=€*rpa*Eiffi# {J**c*p€s


Testing the Difference Between Two Means In Exercises 9--
(a) identfy the cloim and state Hg and H,, (b) find the critical value(s1 ,;,


identify the rejecrion region(s).'(c) calculate d and sa, (d) use rhe r-test to fina:
stondardized test ststistic t, (e) decide whether to reject or fail to reject the r
hypothesis, and (f) interpret the decision in the context of the original clairr.
convenient, use technology to solve the problem. For each randomly selec:.
sample, assume the distribution of the population is normal.


'-;,{ 9. /SAT Scores The table shows the critical reading scores for 14 stud;,
L/ the first two times they took the SAT. At a : 0.01, is there eno--"


evidence to conclude that the students' critical reading SAT scc. .


improved the second time they took the SAT?


SAT Scores An SAT prep course claims to improve the test scor;
students. The table shows the critical reading scores for 10 students
first two times they took the SAT. Before taking the SAT for the sec


time, each student took a course to try to improve his or her cr,
reading SAT scores. Test the claim at a : 0.01.


2.


1.


3.


4.


5.


6.


7.


8.


9.
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21.


22.
-1.76 .-


-0.83 <
< -1.29
< -0.05


Itd


pd


HYPOTHESIS TESTING WITH TWO SAMPLES


{- ,r,, Herbal Medicine Testing An herbal medicine is tested on 14 randor:-.


selected patients with sleeping disorders. The table shows the numbei .


hours of sleep patients got during one night without using the her:-
medicine and the number of hours of sleep the patients got on anotl-.:'


night after the herbal medicine was administered. Construct a 9-<'


confidence interval fot p'a.


I *x€***ircg fl*eEc*P€s


Constructing Confidence lntervals for pa To construct a confider


interval for pd, use the following inequality.


sr - S;d-,,h1pa1d+r,;;


In Exercises 2l and 22, construct the indicated confidence interval for p'7. Asstt''


the peBulations are normally distributed.


,1( Zt. prug Testing A sleep disorder specialist wants to test the effectiven.'


\\ /of a new drug that is reported to increase the number of hours of sle .:
\\-/ patients get during the night. To do so, the specialist randomly select> . -


patients and records the number of hours of sleep each gets with a:. -


without the new drug. The results of the two-night study are listed belc "


Construct a90"/" confidence interval for p'a.
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I i1,1 * i i i;: i r= g r-E + 
=; 


i +: 5i i'; i i i =; 
;? i': ti f e.:: i':,i i::':; j 


i,: :,' ::


1. Explain how to perform a two-sample z-test for the difference between two
population proportions.


2. What conditions are necessary in order to use the z-test to test the difference


between two population proportions?


In Exercises 3-6, test the claim about the difference between two population
proportions p1 and pz for the given level of significance s and the given sample


statistics. Is the test right-tailed, left-tailed, or two-tailed? Assume the sample


statistics are from independent random samples.


3. Claim: h* pz, a:0.01.
Sample statistics: x1 : 35, \ : 70 and x2: 36, nz: 60


4. Claim: pt I pz, a : 0.05.


Sample statistics: x1: 477, \: 185 and x2: 312' nz: 465


5. Claim: pt = pz, a : 0.10.


Sample statistics: x1 : 344, nt : 860 and x2 : 304, /rz : 800


6. Claim: pt: pz, a:0.05.
Sample statistics: x1 : 29, nt : 45 and x2: 25' nz: 30


r 1,3 -'; i +- +4 ;* * # ; t- g*: ;' i= c'*€ : 
= *+ 1"=*+ l= *,* F:r'i:*+


Testing the Difference Between Two ProportionS In Exercises 7-16,


(a) identify the claim and state H6 and H,, (b) find the critical value(s) and


ittentify the rejection region(s), (c) find the standardized test statistic, (d) decide


whether to reiect or fail to reiect the null hypothesis, and (e) interpret the decision


in the context of the original claim. If convenient, use technology to solve the


problem. Assume the random :iamples are independent.


7. Alternative Medicine Use In a 1991 study of 1539 adults, 520 said they had


used alternative medicines (for example, folk remedies and homeopathy) in


the previous year. In a more recent study of 2055 adults, 865 said they had


used alternative medicines in the previous year. At a : 0.05, can you reject


the claim that the proportion of adults using alternative medicines has not


changed since 1991? (.\oLttLt'; Tlta,Jottrrtul o.f tltc Anrericlrt Mcdical rTssrttitrti.ttt


Have You Used Alternative Medicines in the Past Year?


1991 Study
(1539 Adults)


Recent Study
(2055 Adults)


-1 x {--,t"/t)


nresrsr@ -


State the hypotheses and
dentify the claim. SPecifY the
evel of significance. Find the
critical value(s) and rejection
region(s). Find p and q. Find


the standardized test statistic.
Vake a decision and interPret
n the context of the claim.


(1) The samples must be
randomly selected.


(2) The samples must be
i ndependent.


(3) nrp - 5, ntq = 5, n2P : 5,


and nrQ >: $


Two-tailed test; Fail to reject H6.


Left-tailed test; Reject H6.


Right-tailed tesU Fail to reject H0.


Two-tailed test; Fail to reject Ho.


(a) The claim is "the ProPortion
of adults using alternative
medicines has not changed
since '1 991."


Hoi pt - p2 (claim);
Ha'. Pi + P2


(b) -zo - 1.96, zo - 1.96


Rejection regions
z <. 1.96, z '.> 1.96


(c) 5.06 (d) Reject Ho.


(e) At the 5% signif icance level,
there is sufficient evidence
to reject the claim that the
proportion of adults using
alternative medicines has


not changed since 1 991 .
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Yes, at the 5oo significance level,
there is sufficient evidence to
support the claim that the
proportions of men ages 18 to
24 living in parents' homes vt,as


greater in 2000 than in 2006.


No, at the 5oo significance level,
there is insufficient evidence
to support the claim that the
proportion of women ages 18 to
24 living in parents' homes was
greater in 2000 than in 2006.


Yes, at the 1% signif icance
level, there is sufficient evidence
to reject the claim that the
proportions of 18- to 24-year-oids
living in parents' homes in 2000
was the same for men and
women.


24. Yes, at the 100 significance ievel,
there is sufficient eviclence
to reject the claim that the
proportion of 1B- to 24-year-olds
livinE in parents' homes in 2006
was the seme for men and
women.


25. 0.004 ,: pr p, .,.. 0.006


26. 0.023 '. P1 Pz '' 4.425


hr


HYPOTHESIS TESTING WITH TWO SAMPLES


Moving Out In Exercises 2l-24, refer to the figure. Assume the survey incht,;


13,300 men and 13,200 women in 2000 and 14,100 men and 13,800 women in 2( '


and assume the samples are rondom and independent. (Adtrprad.firtttt U.'5. (,-


Btirt'utt )


21. Men: Then and Now At
a : 0.05, can you suPPort the
claim that the proportion of men
ages 18 to 24 livitg in parents'
homes was greater in 2000
than in 2006?


22. Women: Then and Now At
a : 0.05, can you suPPort the
claim that the proPortion of
women ages 18 to 24 living in
parents' homes was greater in
2000 than in2006?


23. Then: Men and Women At
a : 0.01, can you reject the


. claim that the proportion of 18-


to 24-year-olds living in parents'
homes in 2000 was the same


for men and women?


24. Now: Men and Women At a : 0.01, can you reject the claim that -


proportion of 18- to 24-year-olds living in parents' homes in 2006 was


same for men and women?


E *: :.i,f.e*:= # E 
g*E ii# :-.,"={= l= r,:i::+-}-{='


Constructing Confidence Intervals for P.r - Pz You can constrtt-


confidence interval for the difference between two population proportions p 
1


by using the following inequality.


lit i,) - z,
DtQt1 rt-tz < Pt - Pz < \Pt bz\ - z,


h2


In Exercises 25 sncl 26, construct the indicated confidence interval fo, pt
Assume the samples are rqndom and independent.


25. Students Planning to Study Engineering Several years ago, a surve\


1,068,000 students taking the SAT revealed that 8.8% of the students \' :'
planning to study engineering in college. In a recent survey of 1-,416.'


students taking the SAT,8.3% of the students were planning to st--
engineering. Construct a95o/o confidence interval for the difference betn. -


proportions h - Pz. i.\itttrta; (ollrga Brttrrrl )


26. Students Planning to Study Social Science In a certain year. the percer.


students taking the SAT who said they intended to study social scienc.


college was 11.6%. Ten years latet,9.2"/" said they intended to study sc:


science in college. Construct a 95"/" confidence interval for the differ;. .


between proportions pt - Pz. Assume 1,068,000 students were surveyec -'


first year and 1,476,000 students were surveyed 10 years later. r'Sorrrt c (


Btittr d t


,..r' Percentage of 18- to 24-year-olds 'r1


living in parents' homes in the USA:


,,i Men & Women
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